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PREFACE

The school library/media center is an integral part of the

educational program of the school. Therefore responsibility

for the development of a library/media center program aad for

guiding students in its Use must be shared by teachers, librarians,

and admi isitrators.

Basic -stud and reference skilliare_besttaught -to-immediate

needs. Teachers/assume a great share of responsibility for

reinforcing the skills presented by the library/media 'staff.

Follow up activities are best reinforced on an individual' basis.

This handbook is designed as a guide for library/media center

instruction and enrichment activities.

It is hoped that teachers, administrators and librarians will

find the handbook helpful.,



Rezo67itionof those' eople most closely involved in the
extensive revision re ulting in this new Handbook for
Elementary' Library/M dia Instruction, in no measure, repays

them for the hours of work required to write, discuss, re-
vise and edit the materials recorded in this, document.

Suffice it to say, we owe a debt of gratitude to:

o

KarZYn Ford
1 Pamela Mott

Acalanes Union High School District

Lillian Wehmeyer
Lafayette, School District

Kay Gardena:1
Darlene Long

Hilda Lorensen
Martinez Unified School District

SaZZy Sargent
Mt. Diablo Unified School District

Gail Landis
Orinda Union School District

Carol Doyle
Richmond Unified School District

Jeanne Aitken
Roberta Gleeson

San Ramon Valley Unified School District

and

May Collins
Educational Media Services

Contra CostaCounty Sup't of Schools
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SCHOOL LIBRARY BILL OF RIGHTS

The American Association of School Librarians reaffirms ins belief in
the Library Bill of Rights of,the American Library Association. Media

,per,ponnel are concerned with generating understanding of American free-
. i'doms through the development of informed and responsible citizens.

To this end the American Association of.School Librarians asserts that
the responsibility of the school library media center is:

To provide a comprehensive collection of instructional materials
selected in compliance with basic written selection principles, and
to provide maximum accessibility to these materials.

To provide matertalskthat will support the curriculum, taking into
consideration the individual's needs, and the varied interests, abili-
ties, socio-economic backgrounds, and maturity levels of the students
served.

To provide materials .for teachers and students that will encourage
growth in knowledge, and that will develop literary,, cultural and

aesthetic appreciation, and ethical standards.

To provide materials which reflect the ideas and beliefs of religious,
social, political, ,historical, and ethnic groups and their contribetion
to the American and world heritage and culture, thereby enabling stu-
dents to develop an intellectual integrity in forming,judgments.

To provide a written statement, approved by the local Boards of
Education, nf the procedures for meeting the challenge of censorship
of materials in school library media centers:

To provide qualified professional personnel to serve teachers and
students.

YOL

(Approved by American Association of School Librarians poard of Directors,
Atlantic City, 1969). r;



HOW TO USE THIS HANDBOOK
.-

The table of contents consists of a chart of library skills and

the grades at which it is recommended the skills be tau ght, The nits

are arranged in the handboOk in the order in which they are listed on

the chart. a

The sections On classification and cataloging are located in the

same area and are broken down by grade level. Not-a11 of the other

.

eareas indicate specific grade levels. A brief,bibliography of selected

materials accompanies each section.

0. .11,..

As in any subject where snides are available, thiS handbook is

merely a framework in7which to work. Materials or topics may be initiat-

ed earlier or later than indicated on the chart. Unit may be expanded

or lilited in .depth to accommodate the needs of the children.

The central library office has the education function of providing

consultant services. Feel free to contact your school or district libra-

rian for suggestions in teaching and for information regarding available

materials.
466
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TABLE OF CONTENTS AND GRADE PLACEMENT

LIBRARY

I. ORI ION AND CARE OF MATERIALS
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III CARD CATALOG, CLASSIFICATION
AND ARRANGEMENT*
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;SPECIAL REFERENCIIIATERIALS
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'
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Ob ectives

4

ORIENTATION AND CARE-OF MATERI4S

I. A. To teach proper library gitizenship.

1. Enter aria leave library/media.center-quietly
orderly manner.

2. Observe the rights, of others.

6

...

B. To teach location of material's
f,

./ ,

* .' 1. Location and appropriate use of librfirymaterials.
:4 -- IP

2. Recognize similarity of organization in allli6raries

'ACtiiities 4 . : . -

. .

. ..... 1. Selection of materials td'enjoy.: .
. .

2. Selection of materials to fulfil an assignment.;
3. Visit the public libraiy.

.

Ob ectiviS
- :

II: AI. To teach 'proper handling of library materials.
__/ , -4,

.V.- Have clean hands when using, materials.
2. Keep food away from library materials.
3. Open a book pxoperly being careful not ta'f eak its spine.

4.. Turn pages carefully by the upper ri:' and corner,,, with/
dry hands and starting at the fro of the book.

t 5. Hold the book Away from* the br y keeping the edges free .

frdi rubbing against clot i g when turning the pages.
. 6; Remove a book from the elf by the center back instead

. ' of the top of the 8 ne.

7. Return the book ) the.proper place according to .the
A I t , a

'
directions of /the librarian.

'8: Avoid creasing orobedding the corners of the pages.
'Keep books/and 'other materials in a clean, dry place,

A
. out of reach of small children and pets.

10.' Keep pencils) pens and crayons away from materials, being
careful not to mark the materials when taking notes.

--
11. Avoid tracing of library materials. we '

.4.4
-):27-------iiftialFgENT1157E-6ther print materials - magazines;

pamphlets, etc. - with the ...Fame care given to. books.

. .

B. Audio-Visual materials and equipment.

-

1. Teach privet handling of equipment and materials.
Recommended that manufacture', 2 directions be reviewed

bfrequently. -----------

. Be iPre equipment is placed securely on an adequate
support.

3 Return equipment with proper accessories, attachments,
cases or dovering to its storage area.

-2-
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4. Use the equipment tor-the-purpose for which it was
(-. intended. te sure filM, tape, record, ;etc., is used on, 4

. 'the proper machine and at the proper spied.
5. Handle records from the edges only. Records should,be.

kept in proteetive jackets when .not in use. Return to
. proper place, standing on edge. 1

, - f). Phonograph needle should be placed-directly on the record, r
..' not scraped across. Be sure to secure arm before storing

t, phonograph.
, .

..7. Be certain correct loading procedure is known and followed
for all equipment. 4

. I
.

S. If projector is equipped with a fan only switch, allowI
bulb to cool 1;lowly, for longer life.

..
9.. 'Handle. film by ends' or" edged only./ 4

10. Avoid gcraching or scraping of glass or plastic elements.
. 11. Avoid bending or twisting headphones and wires attaching
..,..:.

. items. \ ). 1

,. 12. Be sure battery operated equipment is'turned off when

4.

-

.
,

o not i use.
,

13. Be sure to liocate proper outlet when,inserting jacks.

,

/
- Activities\

,06 ectives

'1,;" Student and teacher demonstrations Of each type of' , .

equipment-available for student use.
2.,,,Use puppet ta aemonstraie proper handling 4 library

material;
3. ,Skits done by children:

A4 To teach circulation procedures.''

.

1. Teach how to borrow and ,return materials;
2. Show how tb'sign full name and room number legibly on

circulation card.
1

,

3. Legible date due stamped on card and
.

book.
4. Leave circulation tardin library. .,

Activitie2

1. Student instructors.
2. Demonstration of proper methods.
3. Puppets and skits. ,

o

4. Slide shows, Smm film pevideo tape prepared to
show procedures.

A 1 34,
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BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR bRIENTiTION AND CARE OF MATERIELS
,s

BOOKS:

Bartlett, Susan. A Book to Begin on Libraries. Holt; 1964'.

900, Florence Damon. Dtecovering Books and Libraries; Wilscn, 1966.

Colon Eileen. Books Lead ti,f; Way' Scarecrow, 1964.

Doris.
.,
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\ .

,
, ,

How to Use, he Library and Media Center. Gaylord, '1970.

Landman, Juanita M. A Teacher's Guide to the ElemcntarSchol Library.
Denison, 1974.

Mott, Carolyn. Children's Book on How to Use Books and
Scribner, '1968.

Palovic, Lora. Th; Elementary School Library in Action.

Libraries.

Parker, 1968.
A

Santa, Beauel M. How to Use the Library. Pacific, 1966.

Shor, Pekay. Libraries and You. Prentice, ,1964.

Voight, Virginia Frances. I Know a Librarian. Putnam, 1966.

CHARTS:

Using Your Library. Instrtor, 1965.

0

SILENT FILMSTRIPS:

MillerLBrody, 1968.

Using Books Efficiently. Pacific, 1960.

A Visit to the Library. Troll, 199.
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0

Glad Books Sad Book. Long Filmstrip Service, n.d.

Introduction to the Library. Warren Schloat, 1969/70.

$
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SOUND FILN§TRIPS(Conit)

Library Media Center. ACii, 1973.

Media: Resources for Discovery. Encyclopedia Britannica, 1974.

Quickwick: Your Library Guide. Spoken Arts, 1973.

Using the SVE, 1968.

4

Using the Library Instructional Materials Center Effectiellr.
. Creative Visuals, 1970. f

Using/Today's Library. Eye Gate, 1972.9

/1

16mm FIiI4S:

aries are or Shari Portatilms, 1965.
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PARTS OF A BOOR --- Primary Grades

Ob ectives

I. To teach parts of books and their location.

A. To faMiliarize students with different parts of
a book such ask:,

1. Cover and spine.

2. Title page.

3. Illustrations.

4. Table of contents.

5. Introduction - grade 3.
6. Glossary - grade 3.

Activities

1. Introduce the location, contents, .and uses of
the parts mentioned above.

2. Children may siect a favorite illustration
and tell 'why. they like it best.

3. Make up a title and'draw an illustration for
that title.

B. To teach primary students how to locate information in

books.
I

Activities

1. Locate and count the number of times, other
than the title page, the title can be found.

2. Ask students to locate illustrations from
books and compare. Discuss qualities.

3. Students may take turns in finding one of
the parts (listed above) 'in any of the books
in the classroom.

14
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PARTS OF A BOOK --- Grades 4, 5, & 6

Obi ectives

I. To teach the parts of a book.

A. To review parts' of a book taught in the primary.grades.

Activities

1. In your daily schedule *an for experiences in
identifying parts of a book,especially the index.

2. In teaching the index have one student Call out
'a topic he finds in the index of a textbook and
the rest of the class find the page reference.

B. To teach all parts of a book as, to their location, contents,
purpose, arrangement, differences, importance and uses.

Activities

1. Have each student bring amonfiction book to class
or use a text and make a report in.which he. shows each
of the parts you select.

2. Drill in finding information. Use appropriate parts
and list the pages on which the information appears.

3. Use lessons in language textbooks on the parts of a book.
4. Divide class into committees with a chairman for each.

Each committee select a student's story or a magazine
article. Prepare this as if it were a-complete book by
one member writing a title page, another the table of
contents, etc.

C. To help students develop a taste for books with superior
format.

Activities

1. Compare books from home with books in library binding.,
2. Discuss and study illustrations from Sel.)eral books and

make a list of desirable qualities of illustrations.
3. Have your class select a title for a book. Each student

writes a section. A short essay could be used fbr the
texts Make it look like a book including cover, title
page, table of contents, index, bibliography, charts

_.illustrations, etc.

15



PARTS OF A BOOK --- Grades 7 & 8

Obi ectives

I. To teach parts of books and their use.

A. To teeth the parts of books for more effective use of
texts and reference books

Activities

1. Read through an introduction to find out how it gives
you a better understanding of the book.

2. Discuss for understanding the table of contents; index
and bibliography.

B. To develop habits of using the index, table of contents;
list of illustrations, list of maps,- list of diagrams,
appendices, introduction, preface, bibliographies, -etc._ _

Activities

1. Review parts of the book with emphasis On:

a. Frontispiece d. Appendix
b.. Dedication e. Glossary
c. Introduction.or forward f. Bibliography

2. Study different types of indexes in the class texts.
Index simple books that have no index.

3. Continue drill in the use of book indexes by:

a. Finding the most important reference under a
topic, to follow subdivisions of a subject; and
to use cross-references.

b. Acquiring a skill in selecting key words when
looking up a topic.

c. Forming- the habit of thinking of alternative words
or phrases when the word under which they first
looked yielded no information.

4. Compile dedications from many books and/or write,dedications'

for books familiar to the students.
5. Have students try to judge a book without reading it

by carefully examining its various parts such as: author's
name, copyright date, preface, table of contents,, and
illustrations.

6. Ask fOr volunteers to report on how a copyright is
obtained in the United States.

7. Prepare talks of compositions on "Copy hting" or
"How to judge a book without r ading

-* 16
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HOW A BOOK IS MADE

I. The author sends his manuscript to a publisher. If the
publisher accepts it, the author is notified of thegood
news.

II. The editor and designer at'the publishing house decide what
size an shape the book 14111 be, as well as the size type
to be used.

III. The completi story is run off on "galleys" - long stripA
of paper. This is only a working copy of the book, 'not
the final book.

IV. A "proof-reader" reads the galleys to find errors in spell-
ing, punctuation and incorrect grammar`." The author also

receives a galley for final changes in the text. When the
galleys are completely checked - the book is ready to go
to press.

V. The story is then typed by,,A linotypeoperator, and the
lines of type Are pressed into copper plates for the
printing press. The pictures are put on metal plates also

VI. The printing press, - large sheets, anywhere from 4 to 64
pages, are run off rapidly for the sections of a book.
Sometimes a large "press sheet" will end-up to be a, whole
book.

VII. The large "press. sheet" is then cut into "signatures"._
which are folded Sections of a book. The signatures, are

folded. -"The signatures are gatheted into a book.

VIII. Meanwhile the coyer, or "case" of the book is being made,
in another part.of the printing plant. The cardboard
covers are glued to a cloth cover and stamped with letters
for the title and author.

C ove..1t.

IX. The "insides" of the book are sewn and stapled. The book
is squeezed" so the insides will be flat together. The
edges of the pages arAcut<so they are even.

X. The cover, or "case"As glued to the end papers of the
body of the book. The book is Squeezed again overnight to ,

give it its final shape. The whole process to print about
10,000 copies of a book may take 4 months.

XI. The book is now ready to be sent to the bookstores and
libraries.

FOR YOU TO - _READ!

17
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PARTS OF A NON-FICTION BOOK Index

Glossary

Bibliography

Appendix

Body Of Book
ti

List of Illus.

Table of Contents

-Preface

Title Page

Frontispiece,

End Papers

Because non-fiction books serve many purposes, it is important to know how to

use them effectively. You can save much time in.using books and locating in-

:

oformation if you know the general plan according to whfch'most non-fiction

books are organized. Most non-fiction books contain the following parts,

usually(in the order given:'

1. 'grid papers -'these reinforce the binding of book to pages of:book.

Onerhalf is pasted to cover,-the other is free. .

2. Frontispiece - an illustration on the page opposite the title page.

3. Title page gives;

a. title or name of book

"b. name of author of book

c. name of person whWillustrated .the book

d. *name of publisher

e. place of publication

fl i.date book was ptinted (not always given)

16
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4. Copyright page is usually on the reverse side of the title page. It tells

who copyrighted the book and when. Do not confuse the copyright date with

the date of publication. The copyright date is a clue to the recency of

0

the material in the book. It is especially important in the case of his-
,

tory and science books.

5. Preface gives the author's or editor's personal comments about the book or

°

the information it contains. Sometimes the words Foreward or Introduction'

are used instead of the term Preface.

62 Table of Contents lists the chapters or sections of the book in the order

in which they occur incbhe book. From the Table of Contents you get an

outline of the material covered by the book..

7. List of illustrations lists the charts, plates, diagrams, illustrations,

. -

maps, etc. It saves you the trouble of thumbing through the whole -book to

find the illustrations or plate you want.

8. Body-of book is the main.part of the book. The sole purpose of the other

:parts of the book is to help you use this.part more effectively and intel-

ligently.

9. Appendix is a section of supplementary information, not essential to the

Body of the book, but too important to omit. It includes such things as

charts, graphs-, statistics, tables of dates, etc. -

).

10. Bibliography is a list of books or other miierialg (magazine articles,

films, etc.) related to the subject of the book. These references are

often useful in running down supplementary information.

11. Glossary - a small dictionary of terms or words used in the book arranged

in alphabetical-' order; this glossary is usually in the back of the books

12. Index lists all the important topics, names and terms discussed in the book.

19
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It is arranged alphabetically and gives the page or pages on which each

topic is found. Turn to the index to find if the book contains informa-

tion about a specific subject or item.

A book may also contain other parts which help us to use it more effectively.

Other parts a book might contain are:

a. dedication

b. acknowledgments

footnotes

-13-
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SOME INTERESTING AND USEFUL PARTS OF A BOOK

The TITLE PAGE in a book tells the title, author, illustrator, and other
data about the book. It often gives the position held by the author. It tells
where and by whom the book was published.

Sometimes there is a picture before the title page called the FRONTISPIECE.

The TABLE OF CONTENTS lists the material in the book in the, order in which
it is to be found. The page numbers for each item is given.

Sometimes there is a separate page showing on which pages to find the
' illustrations. This is called a LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.

'Did you knOw that stories, poems, music, monuments and statues are often
dedicated to important people. If a book is dedicated to someone, the'DEDICA7.

.1+`

DEDICA-
TION is found near' . el"the front. 0

Sometithes the author writes a PREFACE fOr his book. In it he may eXplaln
why he wrote the book, how long it took, why a dedication is made, and thank
those who halped.in various ways. Sometimes these ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS to those
who helped the author are.placed on a separate page.

The FORWARD is written by someone other than the author. Sometimes this
is someone who is prominent ln the subject field of the book and includes the
purpose and evaluation this persons sees in the book. The preface and forward ,

often help the reader better understand the book.

An author often tells you the most interesting or the-,most important thing
about a subject-and hopes that you will want to read morof the subject in
other books. Maybe you have seen a list $f other books to read at the end of
a chapter or at the end of a book. A list of books about a subject is called
a BIBLIOGRAPHY.

The INDEX is placed in the back of the book. It lists the materials and
subjects in the book in alphabetical order, showing on what pages you will find
each item.

Sometimes an index shows; you how to pronounce some of the more difficult
words. This type is called a PRONOUNCING INDEX.

A few books have a list of the more difficult words with their meanings
and "helps" to pronounce them. This pronouncing list with the meanings is
known pp a GLOSSARY. It is, really a "little dictionary". Some books have the
ptonuneiatOnS and 'meanings given in the body or main part of the book.

The APPENDIX (or APPENDICES) is composed of notes, tables, charts, etc.,
added at the end of a book. These provide additional details for those readers
especially interested in the information but not essential to the general
readingl.ofthe book.

21
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Many books, such as geography and history books (and other. non-fiction

books), have what is known as REFERENCE MATERIALS. Reference materials include

maps, boat routes, cad of states, the population of-large cities, graphs,
a list of the largest cities in the world, the imports and exports of a coun-
try, and the like.

BE SURE YOU CAN FIND AND KNOW THE PURPOSE OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING:

frontispiece

preface

dedication

title page

foreward

table of contents

list of illustrations index

pronouncing index glossary

°

appendix,

bibliographies

reference materials

j

t.$

2
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Contents

Unit

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

a

Watching the stars
Our day star
Our earth, and moon

The planets
Comets and meteors
Time and the calendar

4 Page 1
' '11

43

93
145

197

4

- Index -

E

Eagle, bird, 300-301; constellation, 222, 231-232, 300-301, 314 Earth, air
of, /-60; facts about, 32, 43-50; seasons on, 51-57; seen: from Venus and

. Mars, 135 -137; .speed of, 240.

Easter, 215-216.
. I

1

Eclipses, future eclipses of Sun, 86-88; of moon, 81-82; of Sun, 83.

M

Milkmaid's Dipper, star figure, 292.

Milky Way, 241-242.
Mirage:60-62; picturg of, 61.
Month, 210-211, 213-214. , I

Moon, eclipses of, 81-82; facts about our, 62-70; figures in, 68;
marking new month, 212-215'; phases of, 70-77.

Moons of plpe!ts, 126-135.

23
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I. Non-Fiction Book

A. Author

Title

Place of.publication,

Publisher

Copy*: - *,ht date

B. Author

'Title

Place of publication

Pub2sher

Copyright date

II: Fiction ,Book

A. Author

Title

,Place.of publicaticin

Publisher

Copyright date

B. Author,

Title

Place of publication

Publisher

Copyright date

Worksheet

PARTS OF A BOOK

24
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Of Work Sheet

PARTS OP THE BOOK

Choose a book of non-fiction and answer the following questions about it:

'I.. What is the title? F

2. Who is the author?

3. By whom was it published?

4. Where was it published?

5. When and by whom was it copyrightece

6. Does it have an introduction, preface, or foreward?

7. How many Chapters, are there' in the book?

N r?'
8. Is there a list of plates ovallustrations?

9. How many pages are'there in the book?

10. Is there an appendix?

11. Is a bibliography included? If so, where is it found?

12. Is there a glossary?

,13: If you wanted to find a specific topic, how would you locate itDquickly%

in the book?

14. Where is the index found?

26
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Worksheet

PARTS OF A 'BOOK

A. Dust jacket I. Preface
B. Blurb J. ;Table of contents
C.

D.

Binding
End papers L.

Introduction,
Body

E. Spine . M. 'Appendix
F. Frontispiece N. Glossary
G.

H.

Title page
Copyright page

b.. Index,

/

Answer the questions: below by filling in the correct letter from the above list:
.

N

IN WHAT PART OF A BOOK WOULD YOU LOOK. .

1. To find.fhe'meaning,of a technical or foreign- word?

2. To find maps, diagrams, or deSigns which are Sometimes covered by the card
pocket, date stamp, and library name stamp?

3. To learn how up-to-date the book is?

4. TO'find out how the book is airanged?

5. To ece the call number?

S. To detelmpe whether there is any.. information about a certain person or
subjecti- .

7. To see its brightly printed paper cover?

8. To read the author's reason ..forwiiting the bOok?.

9: To find a completely blank page?

10. To see an illustration opposite theftitle-page?

11. To read the, publisher's description of the book?

'12. To find the full title, publisher, and place of publication?

13. To be PitrOduced,to the book by a friend of the author, the editor, an
expert on the subject; or other interested person?

14. Tofind.extra information.inot a part of the' main text?
(Example: i'map, a chart, or a table not in the main part of the book).

15. To readithe main part of the boh0

ti
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Worksheet

EXERCISE ON PARTS OF A BOOK

Name

Teacher

Grade

A. Put check mark before the statement or group of words which best completes
the sentence.

1. The section in front of a book giving the author's reason for writing
it is called thei'

a) appendix
b) index
c) introduction,

2. The gufde to the date of the content of books is called:

a) Imprint
b) copyright date
c) pu lication date 44

3. The quickest way to find the page 4on.which a certain topic appears
in a book isthrough:

a) the appendix
b) the index
c) the table of contents

4. An unabridgeddictionary is:

a) a selected list of important names
b) a dictionary of proper names
c) a dictionary including approximately all the

words in the language

5. All of the following examples are examples of call numbers except:
(Check in a,'13, co or d)' 1p4

a) c1949 t) 520 c) R d) 921

.2.411 ° 030 Ca
0

Co
. The classifio

;

tion number on the back of a book is the symbol of:

)

i

a) the subject b) the title c) the price '

-..--

28
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7. Individual biography_is-arraigiahabetically by;

a)' author

b) title
c) person written about

8. A bibliography is

a) a list of references
b) a debate
c) a life of a person

9. You can look a book up in the Card catalog by:

a)'call number b) subject c) publisher

10. When looking for a word in a dictionary, look first at:

a) the page numbers
b) the guide words-it the top of each page
c) the columns of words

11. The person held responsible for taking care of and returning each
library book borrowed is: -

a) the teacher
b) the librarian

4.the person who signs his name to the boOk card

/412. The quickest way to find out whether the book entitled Lassie Come
Home is in the library is to look in the card catalog drawers marked:

A) Co-Di b) KoMa c) Ea-Fo

13. To find the title of a book written by Sir James Barrie, look,in the
'card catalog under:

a) James b) Sir c) Barrie

14. Fiction is arranged alphabetically on the shelf by:

a) author b) subject 0 title

29



. Select from the following, group of expressions the one which.be"*fits
the sentences below:

non-fiction index atlas
card catalog' title callmuMber

. alphabetical year books, fiction
1usher copyright date gazetteer

ubject Dewey Decimal '' magazines -

dictionary numerical encyclopedia
-title page reference autobiography

almanac author
biography cross-reference

.

.

1. An is a book of maps and geographical information.
1. ,

1

2. The is a list of geographical names with.
about each.

3. A : book,is one dealing with facts.

4. Non-Fiction books are arranged in order.

5. Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature is an index to

6. To find the correct pronunciation of a word look in a

'

t.

30



SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHY.

BIBLIOGRAPHY - A list of the writings of an author or a list of the writings
'about a person, place or subject. These include books, pamph-
lets, periodical (magazine) articles. Biblio comes from the
reekeek language and means "book"; Graph, also,-comes from the

Greek and means" that Ohich is written". Today many nonbook
materials are included in bibliographies; plms, filmstrips, .

slides, pictures, models and records.

Any good research starts and ends with bibliographies. A bibliography should
be included in each written report. A simple but adequate bibliography includes
this information: author, title, publisher, date of publication, and pages for
each book and pamphlet; author, title of article, name of periodical, month
and year of issue and paging for each periodical article. The date of a book
orlperiodical article is of great importance particularly in the areas of
science and international affairs.

* * * * * * * * * * *

It is always desirable to use 3 x 5 cards or separate sheets of paper,
as your bibliography grows. It is much easier, then, to keep an
alphabeti-al listing of your sources, and titles can be added or
subtracte as yoU wish.

SAMPLE BIBLIOGRAPHY ON ALASKA
- CARD FORM -

ALASKA.

(Title of bibliography)

card 1

McGuire, Edna
Our free nation. New York,

Macmillan, 1959, pp. 507-510.

(Part 'of book about Alaska)

card 3

.7?

Adams, Ben
Alaska: the big land.

New York, Hill and Wang, 1959.

(Entire book about Alaska)

card 2

Allen, L.B.

"Alaska" World Book Encyclo-
pedia,: 1975, vol. 1, pp., 270-

289.

(Encyclopedia article)

card 4

Think about this question, "Why should a bibliography be a part of each class
report?"

-24-



BASIC FORMS FOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC ENTRY

A. BOOKS
Gardner, Martin. Science Puzzlers. New York, Viking Press, 1960.

B. MAGAZINE ARTICLES (PERIODICALS)
1. With author:

Thurber, James. "The Porcupines in the Artichokes," Atlantic, vol. 204
(Oct. 1959), pp. 35-37.

I

Without author:

"We Love You California," Look, vol. 23 (Sept. 29, 1959), pp, 99-102.

C. NEWSPAPERS

San Francisco Examiner, March 17, 1960, p. 14.

D. PERIODICAL -- NO VOLUME;
"Schooling for a Speaker," Time, June 14, 194,.p. 54.

VARIANT FORMS

A. BOOKS BY TWO AUTHORS

Uttley, Marguerite and Aitchison, Alison E. Latin American, Africa,
and Australia. New ibrk: Ginn and. Company, 1957.

B. BOOKS BY THREE OR MORE AUTHORS .

Davis, Jerome, et al. An Introduction to Science. Boston:
D.C. Heath, 1931.

C. EDITORS
Jordan, David Starr, ed. The California Earth uake.of 1906.

San Francisco: A.M. Robertson, 1907.

D. EDITIONS

Wiley, Bell Irvin. Southern Negroes, 1861-1865. 2nd. ed. New York:

, Rinehart, 1938.

E. BOOKS WITHOUT AUTHORS
1. En w cl..edia Americana International Edition, 1974, New Yok

Americana Corp.

2. Encyclopedias - one article, author given.
Hobson, Wilder, "Jazz," Encyclopedia Britannica, 1957, vol. 12,
pp. 953-954.

3. Anonymous works.
Bible. The Bible to be Read as Living Literature:-The Old and
the New Testaments in the King Jaalei Vettion. Arr. and ed; by
Ernest Bates. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1936.

F. BOOKS"iN MORE THAN ONE .VOLUME -

Gorter, $. and Hildebrand, George. The Pacific Coast Maritime
ShIppirlg Industry. 1930-1948. Berkeley, University of California
Ptess-, 1952, 2 yold. .

G. ARTICLES OR CHAPTERS IN BOOKS
Abell, Aaron I. Labor Legislation in the United States."

Outside Readings in American Government, ed. H. MacDonald, it al.,
New York: Thomai Y. Crowell,' 1949.. .

32
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL FORM

GENERAL PATTERN
04

Author. Title. Place of publication: Publishing Company, Date of publication.

Examples:

Book:

Gaer, Joseph, Holidays Around the Year. Boston: Little
Brown and Company, 19538

Encyclopedia:
t-

Bryan, Leslie A. "Airplane" The World Book Encyclopedia,
1960 ed., Vol, I. 174-204.

Magazine article:

Walker, Stanley. "The Fabulous State of Texas," National
Geographic Magazine, Vol. 119 (February 1961): 149-197.

Newspaper

San Exancisco Chronicle, September 24, 1962, pg. 15.

*Note:- Since forms found in various references may vary slightly,
it is suggested that this be pointed out to students with
the recommendation that once a form has been selected for
use ---- either by a teacher or by themselves --- it is of
Iltmost importance to be consistent of its use.

33
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MAKING A BIBLIOGRAPHY

After I write my report or research. paper, I list on a separate sheet

of paper all the sources.I used to helpite write the paper. I attach the

bibliography aa,the last page of my report. It may include whole books,

parts of books, encyclopedia articles, magazine articles, pamphlets, news-

papers, etc. Accuracy is necessary in making a bibliography. Careless

mistakes on the bibliography do not help anyone reading it know exactly

Obi& book was read,'or where the information was found.

THINGS TO REMEMBER

1. Put all books or articles in alphabetical order by author, as
below.

2. /Underline the proper words, as below.
3. When the author or a magazideor encyclopedia article is not

known, you begin with the title of the article in quotation marks.
4. Be accurate.

EXAMPLE OF AiBIBLIOGRAPHY ON ALASKA

BIBLIOGRAPHY

4
whole book Adams, Ben. Alaska: the big land.'Nei York, Doubleday, 1959.

part of a McGuire, Edna. Our free nation. New York, Macmillan, 1960.

book pp. 2-12.

encyclopedia Roberts, John. "Alaska", World Book Encyclopedia, 1959.

article vol. 1, pp.172-182.

newspaper San Francisco Examiner; Feb. 14, 1962. p. 14; col. 2

article
magazine "Traveling in.Alaska," Life,_Jmne 14 1961. pp. 57-67.1

article__ _ _ ________ _____ __

34
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'PRACTICE LESSON MAKING A BIBLIOGRAPHY

/2-

PUT THE FOLLOWING SOURCES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER IN THE BLANK SPACE BELOW.

BE SURF; NOT TO LEAVE OUT ALL THE NECESSARY PERIODS, COMMAS, AND THE PART

'TO BE UNDERLINED.

'McGuire, Henry. Our free nation.
,IJ.,New York, Macmillan, 1959.

-3sp. 507-510.

"Alaska", World Book Encyclopedia,
1959. vol. 1, pp. 172-183.

San Francisco Examiner, March 17,
1962. p. 14, col. 1.

R

Adams, Ben. Alaska: the big land.
New York, Hill and Wang, 1959.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

-28-



BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR PARTS OF A BOOK

BOOKS:

Cooke, David C. How Books Are Made. Dodd, 1963.

Mickel, Mildred L. Let's Find Out About a Book. Watts, 1971.

16mm FILMS:

Story of a Book. Waterman, n.d.

O
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CARD CATALOG, CLASSIFICATION and ARRANGEMENT - Grade 2

Objectives

I. A. Become familiar with the letters of the alphabet so that cards
May be located quickly and eadily in the catalog.

Activities

1. Match letters with picture's.
2. Arrange letters in order.
3. Find books by author A, B, etc. 'on shelf..
4. Have pupils line uu alphabetically by last name.
5. Arrange own library corner alphabetically.

II. A. To learn location of books these.Children will be reading.

'Activities '

1. View pictures of library.
2. Visit school library.
3. Visit children's room in publrc library.

3,7
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Objectives

CARD CATALOG, CLASSIFICATIONand ARRANGEMENT.- Grade 3

I. To further efficiency in_use of alphabet.

Activities ; /

1. Alphabet drill with letteks.
2. Alphabet drill with words.
3. Have pupils line up alphabetiCally by last name.
4. Alphabet drill withauthors and titles!

To become aware of the two main
action and non-fiction.

0

-A. Discuss difference between
b) marking and location.

classes of books in the library

a) content (story-fact) and-

. Discuss shelf abels and arrangement._
1. ultft to right`.`.

2., books on slim.e.-'subject have same number.
3. books are Classified and arranged for dasesin locating.

Activities

1. Arrangement of authors, titles.
2. gumbei drill.
3. Locate general'irea on Shelves,

C. Begin to undeOtand call numbers most frequently used i.e.
dinosaurs, jets, fairy tales, etc.

38
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FICTION

NON -fl ION

E

'HOW BOOKS'ARE ARRAN9ED IN'OUR LIBRARY

X .)

Tds section contains fiction books for 511 grades,.

,7

This is .a fiction book -b'y Beverly Cleary The "Cl"
stands ,for tbejirst 2 letterd of the alw hoes last
name, Cleazy.

t

These books you will need for information.

. -

These books are classified by the Dewey Decimal
Classification System.fwithe numbers go froM WO-

' 999. Each different subject is given a different
number. In this book by Laura Baker, 398stands
for fairy tales. The,1etier under the number ,

stands for the first letter of the author's last
.name.

ThisSection contains picture booki and books that
are easy to read.

The."E" tells us it is an easy book. The stands
for the first letter of the author's Iasi name,
Marjorie Flack.

STORY COLLECTION "SC" stands for the Story Collection. These are
books that contain maxi), Stories.

Uv

"These stories may be written by one person or more
than one person. The "Sp" on this book stands for

. the first 2 letters of the'authoes,last name. ,-
-------------

.

Note: Mdu. librarians use wily one author letter instead of two.

39
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Worksheet

ALEHABETICAL ORDER

I. ,Arrange the following list of words in alphabetical order, some
letters of the alphabet are missing.

,

it

see .

ran

sit

light a.

yes

no\

shoe

A

II. Arrange in alphabetical order:

box,

run,
cat, cow, farm,
sun, whot man,

;
,>

` 7 4

!

'goat, apple, dog,, jack,
evert cap, kit', We, not,

loetcing,'was,
I 1 '

4 8. 15.

4

16..

10. 17.

11, 18.

12. 19.

13. 20.

14.

41
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CARD CATALOG, CLASSIFICATION and ARRANGEMENT --- Grade 4

'ObJec4ves.

I. To review alphabetical order'and shelf arrangement.

A. Further efficiency in use of alphabet and shelf
arrangement of book collection.

B. Disauss arrangement of biography.

Activities

1.. Alphabetize authors and title.
2. Number drill - arranging slips on shelf, by number.
3. Give pupil author or classification number to

locate a book on the shelf and bring to_you.
Then they give the book to a neighbor who replaces'
it on4he shelf.

II. To introduce the Dewey Decimal. System.

A. Discuss the 10 main elaiSes.

Activities

1. Use the Dewey decimal chart to assign number to
non-fiction titles.

2. Number drills.

42



CARD CATALOG, CLASSIFICATION and ARRANGEMENT --- Grade 4 (Cont'd)

To introduce the

III. Card Catalog. ti

A. Indicate similarity to index-of a book.
B. Card catalog anwers the following qUeStions -

a) Has the library a book'by.a certain author?
b) Is there a book in the library by a certain title?
c) What book has the library on aogiven subject

C. Discuss the purpose of "inside" and "outside" guides-tray*
labels and guide cards.'

'Activities__

1. Locate cards and information by use of above
guides.

D. Discuss, catalog cards.

1. Emphasize author's last name first.
2. Discuss three kinds of cards.
3. Stress alphabetical arrangement.

Activities

1. Distribute sets of Wilson cards which children
can identify, file, etc.'

E. Discuss difference between fiction and non-fiction cards
and relation of card catalog and call number in locating
bopks.

' Activities

1. Locate books on shelf by means of card catalog.

4

4 3
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FICTION - -NON- FICTION

ARRANGEMENT OF BOOKS IN'THE LIBRARY

All booker in our library are divided in two main groups.

1. FICTION Stories,Vritten about' .maginary people, places
and things.,

Examples
r
of FICTION:

Black Stallion by Walter Farley.

Windo on the Sea by,Adrien Stoutenburg:

Every book in the library-has a call ,number on the back of
the book. Iiviha;Cage of FICTION,BOOKS, the call number
consists of the firs two letters of the author's last name.
Thus the book iladk%tallion by Walter Farley wou.O.have the
call number "FT677nthe back of the book. On the shelves"FAU

BOKS are arranged in alphabetical order according to
the lettdis of the author's last name.

Thus:

Baker Colby Farley Pease Politi Stoutenbu1g
B, C , F P P S -

2. 2 NON-FICTION primaiily lopoks of.facts or information.

A '

4

However, a NON-FICTION BOOK y be one that tells oi.some
imaginary happening or exp ence. Thud, you would find_
a book of fairy tales or pqetry with the NON-FICTION BOOKS
in the library.
The call number pn the back of NON-FICTION BOOKS' consists of

a Dewey Classification number followed by the first letter
of the author's last name.-

Examples of NON-FICTION BOOKS"and their call numbers:

The Mission Indians of California, by Sonia Bleeker

b. 970.2

The First Book of Space Travel, by Jeanne Bendick

629.4

On the shelves, NON-FICTION BOOKS are arranged in numerical'order4
,starting with 001 ana:ending with 999.

.4 4
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BIOGRAPHY - REFERENCE

.
ARRANGEMENT OF BOOKS INTHE LIBRARY

BIOGRAPHY

1. o"Individual.Biography"

In our libraries, the Dewey number for a book of "Individual
Biography" (a book-aboui,one person) is , we use the
first letter of the last name of thei-person written about.

'Thus:

A biography of Andrew Jackson would have the call number

921.
J or

B

J

A biography of Christopher Columbus would have a call number

921
C

or
C

2. "Collective Biography" \

In our library, we use the Dewey number 920 for "Collective 1.,_
'Biography" (a book about more than one person).

Thus:

A book of biographies of famous explorers by an author whose
last name is Miers would have the call number

920
M

A book of biogrSphies of famous presidents by an author whose
last name is Coffman would have the call number

920
C

II. REFERENCE BOOKS

"Reference Books: are books used.to locate information quickly OOOOO

they are not intended to be read from cover to cover.

In our library, we use the letter "R" in the call number to indicate
that these books belong in the Reference Collection.

Thus:

The call nuraber of the World Almanac would be 317.3



CLASSIFICATION AND ARRANGEMENT

A. .Desired learnings.

Acquaintance with and facility in using Dewey to locate books
in the library.

B. Topics for discussion.

1. Types and arrangement of books.

Fiction '- what kinds of books

how marked
how shelved

Non-Fiction - what kinds of books
how marked
"call numbers"
arrangement (see below)

Easy - probably in general orientation
Reference - will be discussed later in detail

2. EtWey Decimal System of Classification.

a. Meaning Of each_part-of-above-phrase.
h.---ThiiIi;;;7SYatem of arranging books; if there are other, systems.
c. This'system is used in almost all school libraries, Oblit

libraries, and many other libraries.
d. Books are classified in a library according to a system as an

aid to ,the user of the library in locating books on the shelf.
e. All knowledge is classified according to subject. e4Y

f. All books on the same subject are marked with the same number.
f. Become familiar with the large divisions.,
h. Books must be arranged alphabetically within a class.
i. Eadesectionof shelving is considered a unit. Books are

shelved "ribbon" fashion.
j. Shelf labels are guides to bcaks on those particular shelves.
k. All books are shelved frond the left to the right, from the

smaller to the larger number.

3. Biographies.

How Marked and shelved.

46
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C. Questions to ask:

1. How ark: individual biographies arranged? Why is this a good system?
2. What'is the most common classification system used by libraries in

the United States?

3. For what purpose are the decimal numbers. used?
4. Hoc' do libraries classify non-fiction books author, title, or

subject?

5. If all non - fiction books in your, library were on shelves .along one

wall, would the small.Dewey numbers be to the left or the right?
6. Under what number (general) would you find a history of California?
7. If you were given a new puppy, under what general number would you.

look to find a book on how to take care of him?

. Activities.

1. Become familiar with common chi. numbers and discuss Dewey chart.

2. Furnished with slips bearing call numbers, the children then arrange
themselves in order according-to number.

3. Assign committee groups several classification numbers and direct
them.to see how quickly they can locate the books on shelves.

4. Use flashcards or dittos, have children give general class number
for various broad and/or specific subject.

5. On what shelf would you find the following boeke-fiction or non-
fiction? Call out Various mixed titles and have children separate
fiction from non-fiction.

6. Arrange call numbers on ditto in order as books would appear on shelf.

7. Have. each row of,pupils arrange themselves alphabetically by their
last names. To test the arrangement, have each spell his name. If

more practice is needed, have boys arrange themselves alphabetically
by-name and then girls do the same.

1
.

8. Make a chart with Dewey numbers on left side and pictures on right
side to correspond to Dewey numbers. 'or example:

!'pictures of animals
--pictures of stars; planets

.

500 . pictures of rocks
.

---..."---
pictures of snake

.picture of butterfly

4r
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9. Children Make their own illustrations of their favorite books. Titles

should be put on illustrations. Call numbers could be put on-illustra-

tions and posters then arranged ardund the room according to the Dewey

Decimal Classification. .

10. A classification matching game. Two sets of slips are prepared, one

group bearing Dewey Decimal classification numbers, the other subjects

corresponding to these numbers. When all the slips have been given out,

children try to match subjects and numbers. This is best done by ref-
;

ereace to a chart of Dewey decimal numbers.

The object of the .game is to provide a demonstration of how numbers

aee used to represent subjects

4

4S
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worksheet

ARRANGEMENT OF'BOOKS

FictiOn Boas

1. Arrange the following author's names in alphabetical order as you
would find them arranged on the fiction shelves.

1. Howard Pease 1.

2: Marion Garthwaite 2.

3. Laura Baker P.

4. Adrien Stoutenburg 4.

5. Bill Brown 5.

6. Rosalie Brawn 6.

7. Glen Dines 7o.

8. Beverly Cleary 8.

9. Leo Politi 9.

10. Walter Earley 10.

4 9
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Worksheet

-ARRANGEMENT OF BOOKS

Non-Fiction Books.

Arrange the following call numbers for non-fiction books as they
should be arranged on the shelf:

1. 398
B 1.

2. 746

S 2.

3. 921
S 3.

4. 629.4
C 4.

5. 598"
5.

Ale

6. 460

L 6.

. 811
A 7.

8. 520

9. 629.1

8.

9.

10. 970.1
D 10.

5©
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Worksheet

THE DEWFv DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION

A

Look at the chait for the book numbers listed below.
Write down the name of the big class to which these belong.

520

978

973

150

796

811

398 d

030

395

424

821

220

629.4

-45-



Worksheet

/ DEWEY DECIMAL 011I2

In the blanks Write the number of the large class,otsubject for books
about the .following: ti

9

1. books about birds

2. books'about California history

3., books about cooking

4. books about the life of George Washington

5. books about the belief and worship of God or gods

6. books about music

7. books about mathematics

8. books about the life of a famous person

9. books on insects

10. books about atomic energy

11. a book about a number of things

12. a book about stars

13; a book about England

14. a book of myths

15. a book about electricity

16. a book about flowets

17. a book about English grammar

18. a book of poems

A

0
'19. a book about stamp collecting

20.. a book about American History

4.0

A
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_, A. Topics for discussion.

Identify anddefine-ttle card catalog:-

S.,

'CARD'CATALOG.

Dictionary card catalog.
Alphabetical index to the library.
All librariesliave card catalogs.
Card catalog is like the index of a book.

V Z

All books have.at least three cards in the catalog. This

results as part of the processing- procedure of% new
book.. ; .

Every card is arranged alphabetically'according to the
iarprmation appearing on the-first line of the card. ,

Other references arranged alphabetically as a egad cittalog -
dictionaries, encyclopedias,,index of a book,'telephone
books:.

. I

2. '-.Children AOUld.understandu

'Alphabetical attangement. ?'

Use, of. gUide cards in drawer.--(",inside gui,des).

ilse'Of.labels on fiont of tray ("outside" guides).

. .

3. 'Types of card6.--
The card catalog answers the following questions:-
- has the library a book by a certain author? .

- is there a book in the library bye eertain- title?
- whatsbook has the library on a\given subject?

. . ,

*-.

The type of card is determined by what is on the top,line.

The autho's name always appears with last name first.

. .

. .
. .

Author card - sometimes has more complete information than'
the rest of cards; this includes author(s),.
title, place of publication, publisher, copy-
right date; number of pages, whether illustra-r

ed or not, etc.

Title card -

Subject Card subject appears in black capitals.
..7 ,

Cross reference card - not only in library catalogs but also

in dictionaries, encyclopedias, index.of books,
telephone books.

-' "see" cards direct you to 1dOk under subject
indicated on the card..

-47-,
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?see also" cards telfyon that additional,
information about a particular-subject can
be found-under the othersublects listed on .

the Card.

FORESTS
see also

LUMBERING

4. Understand the correlation between the card catalog, the number,
and the location of the book on the shelf. The calinumber in 1
the upper left corner of the card is the same as the classifica-
tion number or letters on them spine of a book ind'givee the loca -:
tion of the book on the shelf.

5.- Finding cards. .

. ....-- ,

' a. Look under the second word if the title begins with "a";
-''. "an", .or "the'''. .

b. Titles beginning, with numeials are: filed as though spelled
. out .4471 furl. . w .

,

c. Alphibetizetn decond or third word if medessary.
d. Abbreviations are filed'eethough spelled out -.Dr. la

! Doctor.
e. "Mc"- and ','Mac" are filed together under "Mac".
f. More than.one book, by an euthqr means the,titles are

arranged inialphabetiial order within his name or her name,
,,

. .

I

Questions.

i. Name the parts of a book.

2. -i4hatja the value of. each type of catalogocard?,
3. What is a card catalog* and why is it'important?
4. How do you tell, one typeof card from the other?.
5,1- What is on the outside of catalog drawers to help You

lind.the cards you want? What is the reason for having
these "outside" alphabetical guides?

4 6. What is in the *per-left -hand :coiner of the catalog cards?
7: What is there about a subject card Which helps you see it

quickly andeasily? e
IL Why are 'some cards called "cross reference cards"?

B. relitpinary work.
q

Children should have understanding of andworking knowledge of
t4 alphabet, card- catalog guides; and the parts of a book.

0

, A

..Alcott, 'Louisa

Little. Men

Alcott, Louisa
Little Women

, ,,."..1,
Ns
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C. Activities.
.

y

1. Demonstrate with oversize^library cards. Etphasize author's . 4

lait name first. 4o

9. Distribute individual sets of Wilson cards which the children
can alphabetize and file.'

3. Choose a subject and find several books listed in the card
catalog that are contained in 'the library.

4. Make a sample author card, title card, and subject card.

5. Use 3x5 cards or Slips of papers with titles of books.
Distribute cards with book. titles on them to class members.
Each child locates and takes to his place the book named on-
his card, using the catalog to find the call number. When
all books are located, each exchanges books-with his neighbor

and replaces on the Shelf the book his neighbor originally
located.

,0

Studcata work in, pairs, one couple to a drawer of the catalog.,

Students are asked to fill in all information that is missing
on .the dittoed forms,

YOUR NAME

1. AUTHOR Carr, Mary Jane

TITLE

2. AUTHOR

TITLE Cowboy Boots

CALL NUMBER

3. CATS (or some subject)

AUTHOR

'TITLE

PUBLISHER

7. Have questions to answer or information to locate requiring
use of the card catalog.

.;

U

COPYRIGHT

5"
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8. A picture of a simple card catalog file may be sketched on
the blackboard or duplicated on a ditto. Each drawer with
"outside" guide labels may be numbered. Announce the name
of the book, as, Biff, the fire dog and have a pupil tell
in which drawer a card containing the name of the book would
be found. Then give the names of people of authors as
George Washington and Beverly Cleary.

9. A picture of a drawer with "inside" guides. Illustrate
th guide cards stand higher than other cards. Practice
m y be provided in telling where to look for certain titles

authors. Example, Stories in trees would appear between
Son and Tab in a draer containing the following guide cards:
Sa--Sein--Sib--Son--Tab--

-JD. Arrange a list of titles in order. Indlude titles which
begin with abbreviations and articles.

56
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Worksheets

CARD CATALOG--BEGINNING LESSON

5

I Q-S

411:=%...
6

1 T-Z I

.-.....1111111111MIN11.

1. In which catalog tray would you find a book .by Laura Baker?

2. In which catalog tray would you find a book called "SnoWshoe
vtThompson"?..

3. ,In which catalog tray would you find a book by Adrien Stoutenburg?

4. In which catalog tray would you fifid a book about birds?

5. In, which catalog tray would you find a book called "Wild Treasure"?

-6. In which catalog tray would you find a book of fairy tales?

. 7. In which catalog tray would you find a'book called "8 American
Authors"? .

8. In which catalog tray would you, find` a book' called "A day at the

fair"? '

a

"S

57
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CARD CATALOG, CLASSIFICATION and ARRANGEMENT - Grade 5

Obiectives

k,
2. To review shelf labels and arrangement of fiction and non=

fiction.
.

IPC .To further discuss the Dewey Decimal System.

A. Emphasize subdivisions of each main class:'

Activities

**.

1. Further practick in ]pcating books and, assigning
classificatibn numbers to non-fiction titled:

.

III. To review andofurther discuss the card catalog and,tatalog
cards..

A. Disduss cross reference cards.

B. How to locate books on shelf from information on different,
kinds of cards (fiction, non-fiction, biography, reference).

C. Use of catalog card for finding information (title, author,
publisher, copyright date, number of pages, illustrations,
synopsis of book).

D. Review the purpose and uses of "inside" and "outside"
guides.

Activities

1. Have children name subject, title, autho, etc. appearing
between guide wordS.

2. Identifyiinformation on cards.

. 58
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`DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The Dewey decimal classification system is used by almost all
schoo,1 and'public libraries and by many college libraries. Under this
Classification system the field of knowledge is divided into ten main
classes, to. which We add fiction and easy books as separate groups.,

The Ten Main Classes in DevWi\.'s Classification System

Numbers Stand for./ Classes

000:099

100-199

200-299

300-399

Books that cover general subjects

like encycppedias, handbooks,
librariesi newspapers, etc.

General works

Books about the mind; how we behave, Philosophy
the way we think, the way we do

things.

Books about all religions and the Religion

ways we worship,,also mythology.

Books about education, government,
conservation of natural and. human

resources, law, social problems,
folklore and fairy tales.

z.

Social Science

400-499 Books about all languages and words. Language

500 -599

600-699

7.00-799

800-899

.

. 900-999

Books that explain science/like
mathematics, astronomy, weather,
biology, animals; etc.

Books about everything man does to
earn a living Or make life easier;
cooking, carpentry, nursing', radio;

television, homemaking, spacetravel,
etc.

Books about music, painting, and
other fine arts; recreation, sports,
crafts, and games.

Books of literature of all kinds
and countries; poetry, plays.

Books about:geography, history
travel and biography.

59
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Science

Applied Science

Fine Arts

Literature

History
Travel
Biography

A
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Decimal means tenths, and decimal in this ,number system stands
for the 10 large subject groups, and the fact that numbers within
each group may be divided into tenths. Example: 900 is separated
into 910, 920, 930, etc. Also sometimes there are so many,books in-
one section (900's) that the nuMb'ers are divided even smaller.
Example: 910.4 are books about exploration, in particular.

4.

60
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CATALOG CARDS

There are three different kinds of cards in the card catalog. Librarians
refer to them as author cards, title cards, and subject cards.

.

The author card has the author's name, on the first line, written always
with the last name first. Flack, Marjorie. TherA are author cards for
every writer who has a book in the library.

The title card has the title of the book on the first line. There is
a title card for every book in the library.

Since many books deal with more thdn one subject, it is necessary also
to make subject cards in order to locate information easily. The subject
card has the subject with which the book deals on the first line.

In addition to these three cards, sometimes a card is made for the
illustrator of a book. Thf.s is done for well-known illustrators and the
name of the illustrator appears on the,top line above the author's name.

Sometimes the book May be put together by people who are not the
authors of the stories. They might be called the editor or compiler and

4- their names would'be used in place of the author's name. This is especially
true of books of poetry or short stories.

Examples

Author cards: The most important items of information you will find given,
on an author card are:

1. The call number of the book.

2. The author's complete name (this may be followed by the dates
of his birth and death).

3. The title of the book and subtitle, if there is one.

4. The name of the publisher.

5. The copyright date (sometimes only the date of publication
is given).

6. The name.of the illustrator.

7. The:place of publication.

'8. Number of pages in the book and whether the book has
illustrations, maps, or photographs.

61
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call number date of birth

Author H Holling, Haling Clancy 1900-
Title Tree in the trail; written and
'Illustrator illus. by Holling C.. Holling
Publisher Houghton, 1942

\

Copyright date___/ 63 pp illus. map
\Number of pages . . /

s\

Title cards: The title cards contain exactly, the same information as
the author card for the same book. The difference is in the fact that
the title is repeated on the very first line of the card.,

Titl

Repeated title

ree'in the trail
Ii Rolling, Holling Clancy, 1900 -

Tree in the trail; written
and illus. by Holling C. Holling,
Houghton, 1942

63 pp

Subject cards: You will observe that the subject card contains exactly
the same information as the author and the title cards, except that the
subject with which the book deals appears on the first line. This is
done in order that you may lo,..ate a book by reference to the subject with

which a book deals. Subject cords are easily distinguished in the card
catalog because the first line is typed in capitol letters. Some libraries
use red letters instead 'of the capitol letters.

Subject of the book

SANTA.FE TRAIL - FICTION
Holling, Holling Clancy, 1900 -

Tree in the, trail; written and

illus. by H.C. Holling, Houghton,

1942
63 pp illus. maps

- 62
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Cross reference cards: In consulting an index, a dictionary, an encyclopedia,
or the readers' Guide to"?efiodical Literature, you may see the words see and
see also. These are knoign as cross references because from one subject they
refer you to another.

AIRCRAFT

/2

see

AIRPLANE

In the c'ase of the See card, the information ls -hot given under the heading,
but w4,11 be found by turning to theone-below. (In this case there is none
undy the heading Aircraft, but-uhaer Airplanes).

MAIL SERVICE

see also
V

'AIR MAIL SERVICE
PONY EXPRESS
POSTAGE STAMPS

The see also reference card is an aid to further reading on a subject.
From the example we learn that information about Mail Service can be found
under the other headings as well. The see also cross reference cards are
filed in back of the subject cards. This is done so that you may first
learn what books are available in the library, and then in case you do not
find the books you want on a subject, the see also card will direct you to
materials on related subjects.

63
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,Worksheet
Exercise I;

-4- ,

I. Name three kinds of cards found in the card catalog.

b.-

c.

2. Name five kinds of information about a book that can be found on
a catalog card.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

o

3. Here is part of the title page of a book:

-Wild Animals.bf the tar West

by
Adrien Stoutenburg

a. What is the first word on the author card for this book? ,

b. Ofi the title card?

c. What word would you choose for the top of the subject card?

d. Can,you think of a useful cross reference in connection with
the subject card?

4. In the card catalog, find examples of the following and write on
paper the titles of the cards you find. -

a. Author card

b. Title card

c. Subject card

Cross reference card

64
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Worksheet

Exercise I (continued)

4. (continued)

e.' An abbreviation title card

f. A title card beginning with a* number

5. Find three subject cards on a topic in which you are interested.
Write ,the titles and call numbers Of each.

/

0

I
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Worksheet

LIBRARY INSTRUCTION

CARD CATALOGS

--Below are-some catalog cards for books in our library. Answer the questions
Aelow each card.

B
tt

Baker, Laura

Special. Year. Knopf,

Who is the author Of this hook? -

2. What is the title?

3. Ia.this book .fiction OX non - fiction ?..

'4. Is thiavan author, title,__or subject card?

5. Who published this book? When?

6. What is the call number?

Q, 636.5
.D Darby; Gene'

What is a Chicken?
Benefic Press, 1957.

1. Who is, the author of this book?

2. What is the title?

3. Is this book fiction or non-fiction?

4. Is this an author, title, or subject card?

5. Who published this book? ,When?

6. What is the call ,number?

66
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TYPES OF CARDS IN THE CATALOG: CROSS-REFERENCE'

CROSS - REFERENCE CARDS ("see and "see llso" cards)

The cross-reference card is designed to help you find two kinds of
information.

1. Information to be found under a word different from the one
where you are looking

"Seel' Card -Exam

POSTAL SERVICE

see

MAIL SERVICE

2. Added information, which will be found under other subject
headings.

"See also" Card-Example

MAIL SERVICE

see also

PONY EXPRESS

These cards are called cross - reference cards because, hey refer you to
another subject ("see" reference), or to additional s bjects ("See also"
reference).



, Worksheet

CARD CATALOG

ARRANGE THESE TITLES OF B001(.5 AS THEY ARRANGED IN THE CARD CATALOG FORM

Alphabetize these title n,YOUR paper (do not write on this sheet).

.

,

1. Scannon.

2. Nitw itseedles, andinumbskulls.

3. Thirty one brothers and sisters.

4. Mittens.

5. No ways to draw.

6. Betsy Tacy.

7. All of a kind family.

8. They sailed and sailed.

9. Stranger on the bay.

10. 21 balloons.

11. When the lion roars. C,

12. An elephant tale.",.

13. We were there, on the Nautilus.

14. St. Nicholas Anthology.

15. Eddie .and Gardenia.

,

16. The case of the Jade Jaguar.

17. The cat In the hat.

18. Big brother.

Tizz on the horse ranch

20. Little women

a
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Worksheet

CARD CATALOG, CLASSIFICATION and ARRANGEMENT - GRADE 6

Ob ectives

1. To review Dewey_Decimal .System and card catalog.

Activities

1. Identify information on catalog cards.
2. Match De7 decimal numbers and subjects.

1. Fill in the classification number or call number for each of the
following:

"Tales from Grime-by Grimm

"All About Dinosaurs" by Andrews-

"Time for Poetry" by Arbuthnot

"Abraham Lincoln" by Judson

. "California Gold Rush" by McNeer

2. Fill in the blanks with the subject of tie number listed below.
0

920

398

921

500

979

3. Fiction books have only a letter on the spine or back of the book.
What letter would you find on a book by

'

Laura Baker Rudyard Kipling Lois Lenski

4. List the numbers below in order that you would put them on the
library shelf.

629.4 520 423 790.7 523_ 629.4,,,,---..

-S ,M W H. J Z

69
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Worksheet

LIBRARY EXERCISES

NAME

tO

A. Put a check in front -of the best answer for each of the following:

1. The copyright date of a book is-found -

a. on the title page

b. on the reverse side of the title page.

CO , in the-Oeface

2. A bibliography is -

a. the story of a person's life

b. an index

c. a list of references

3. To mark the place in a book -

a. turn down the corner of a page

b. insert a pen or pencil

c. insert a piece of paper

4. In your library biography books are marked -

a. 921

b. 92

c.

5. Classified books are arranged in -

chronological order

b. numerical order

c. alphabetical order

6., Books of fiction are arranged alphabetically according

a. , title

b. author

c. subject

70
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Worksheet

7. "The general claSs number for science books is

a. 000.

b. 500

900

8. The general class number for history is -

a. 200

b. 700

c. r.. 900

9. The general class number for languages is -

a. 100

b. 400

c. 600

B. In the left hand column below are listed the
in, what part each 'of the items listed in the
be found, by writing the letter (a, b, c) of
provided.

parts of a book. Indicate
right hand column may' best
that part in the space

a. title page and copyright. 1. Purpose of the book.
b dedication 2. Explanation of word used in

body of the'book.
c. preface 3. Author's full same.
d. bibliography 4. Additional charts or tables.
e. contents 5. Numbers Of chaptera in book.
f. glossary 6.. For whom the book is intended.

g. appendix 7. Page on which Chap. III begins.
h.

i.

index

lists of maps or

illustrations.

8. Date of the latest' revision of

9.

the book.

Page on which particular subject

may be found.
10. Suggestions for further reading.

71
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- Library classification

000-099 -
100=199 -

200-299 -

Worksheet

of books -

General works
Philosophy
Religion

300-399 - Social 'Science

400-499 - Languages;'

Ntt
500-599 =" Science
600-699 - Useful arts
700-799 - Fine arts

800-899 ,Literature

900-999 -- History

The ten Dewey Decimal Classifications are shown above. For the topics
shoW to which of the ten classifications each belongs:

Topic Dewey numbers
,

Airplanes

Health

'San FranCisbo

Fairy Tales

Plays

Mythology

Grammar.

..Government

Poetry

Music

Cooking

Biography
2.
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Worksheet

NAME.

CARD CATALOG EXERCISE

A. Answer the following questions:

1. 'Under which words do you not look in the card catalog?

2. In what order is the author's name on the catalog card? Give example.

3. Name our types of catalog cards.

4. In what order are cards in the catalog arranged?

5. What composes a call number?

B. Indicate True or False by using + for True and 0 for False.

1. Your library has three separate card catalogs fbr author,
subject,, and title.

2. If you do not know the author of a book you cannot find it in
the catalog.

3. The number of the book is given in the upper left hand corner
of the cards.

4. To find the call number of the book A boy's book of ,discovery
you would look in the card catalog under the'A's.

5. If you have difficulty finding a book, ask the librarian
for help.

C. Complete the following:

1. Your card catalog is to the library what the is to the book.,
2. If a catalog card bears no number, the book is
3. Historical subjects about a country are arranged in the card catalog

in order Under the name of that country.

73
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Worksheet

4. A catalog card reading "FARMING see AGRICULTURE" means -

5. A card catalog tray, marked "TAB - TWO" would contain cards
whose first word -

D. 'Explain what each numbered part of this sample card means:

3

4 6--

_179 Daugherty, James Henry, 1'889-
D __,-Trappers and traders of the Far West;,

written and illus. by James Daugherty;
New York, Random House, 1952.

185 pp. illus. maps (Landmark books)

11/ 4/
);... 13 /4

(
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CARD CATALOG, CLASSIFICATION and ARRANGEMENT - Grade 7

Objectives

I. To review Dewey Decimal System.

A. Know meaning of fiction and non-fictiOn.

B. Review the 10 main classes.

C. Discuss subdivisions.

D. Understand the two parts of the call number.

E. Understand the shelf arrangement of non-ficaon.

1) Exact numerical sequence.
-2) Alphabetical arrangement of call numbers.

F. Understand the shelf arrangement of fiction.

G. Read biography of Melvil Dewey to make system more understanding

and interesting.

Activities

a) Pupils find assigned books by appropriate identification.
b) Pupils identify call number with major classes.

c) Arrange call numbers as appear onshelves.
e) Decoding exercise.

E. Review information on cards.

. Alphabetizing.

1) Rules for filing and locating cards word by word and
letter by letter.

2) Order for finding catalog cards when key word is the
same for person, place, thing.

3) Order for finding catalog cards by and about author.

G. Making use of entire library for a classroom subject.

Activities

a) Arrange words in order.

b) Arrange groups of sample library cards in order.

75 .
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LIBRARY INSTRUCTION - Grades 7-8

I. Library Habits and Regulations.

1. Courtesy and fair play in the library. The library should be
the quietest room in the school.

2. Library hours, etc.

3. Method of borrowing books.

4. Beauty and care of books.
How to open a new book.
Cleanliness.

What to look for in books -
paper'quality
print
edition
binding

II. Classification.

1: Parts of a book -

Title page.
Table of Contents.
Index, etc.

How contents differ from index.

2. Dewey Decimal,System -
Class or subject headings.

3. Arrangements of books on shelveS -
Fiction.

Non-fiction -(Histcry, Science, Biography, etc.)

III. Card Catalog

1. Definition.

2. Explanation of card filing.

3. Cards found in the catalog. Class or call number -

Author-Title
Title-Author
Subject
Gross Reference

IV. Reference Books

1. Encyclopedias -

Kinds and location in library
Index volume or separate indexes in each volume
Guide words
Arrangement of topics

'-70-
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IV. Reference books (coned)

2. Year books -
World Almanacs

Table of Contents - Index
Catalogs

3. General -
Atlas
One volume encyclopedias

Biographical dictionaries -
Who's Who
Living Authors
Music, etc.

Hand books -
Historical notebook
Usage
Synonyms
Poetry, etc.

V. Use of Dictionary

1. Value of dictionary.

2. Location in Library.

3. Material found in dictionary -
Guide words, Syllabication,
Pronunciation key, Abbreviations,
Accent marks, Diacritical markings,
Definitions, Synonyms andAntonyms-,
Glossary, Gazetteer, Biographical creferences.

VI. Periodicals

1. Those for pleasure
Boys' life, Open Road for boys,
American Girl, etc. I

.2. Those for profit reading -
science News, Nature, National Geographic,
Popular Mechanic, Popular Science, etc.

3. Readers' Guide.

1 0
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Worksheet

NAME

EXERCISE

Arrange each of the following four groups in alphabetical or numerical order:

1. Incredible journey.

The hobbit.

The witch of blackbird pond.

Profiles in courage.

Book of three.

My side,of,the mountain.

Charlie in the chocolate factory.

Julia of the wolves.

2001 space odyssey.

Childhood's end.

2. Lloyd Alexander.

Laura Wilder.

Walter Farley.

Arthur C. Clarke.,

Isaac Asimov.

Robert Heinlein.

Jldy Blume.

BeVerly Cleary.

-Thornton Wilder.

3. 332.7

511

973.6

332.76

808.8

973.11

A. 970.3

629.13

621.138

925

598.2

-621.13
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Worksheet

Write T (for true) or F (for false) after each of the statements below:

1. The Dewey Decimal System classifies non- fiction books alphabeti-
cally, according to subject matter.

2. No two books in a library have the same class number.

3 . All fiction books are shelved alphabetically according to title.

4. Non-fiction books about baseball would have the same Dewey number
and would stand togethe'r on the shelves.

5. When books are arranged numerically on theshelvei the figures
after a decimal point must also be-tiken into account in the
numbering.

6. SeVeral biographies written about the same person by different
authors are shelved alphabetically, first according to subject
and then according to author.

7. The letter standing alone below the DeWe)r number is the first
letter of the title.

6. Collections of short biographies are alphabetized acc rdiug to
the lastnathe of the author..

9. The quickest way to find a biography, about a certain person is
to look for ihe title card. - ,t

10. Biographies are arranged alphabetically on the shelves by subject.,

11. Biographies are classified only by:means of Dewey numbers.

12. An autobiography tells the life story'of a person.
' 4

13. A subject card is the same thing_ss a cross-reference:;oatd.

14: Subject,cardsoften indicate special subdivisions of a larger topic.

15. Catalog cards tell nothing but the author, title, and call number.

welow.I.a.
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Worksheet

NAME

Arrange the,following subjects in the correct order:

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA

INDIANS 0 NORTH AMERICA - MISSIONS

INDIANS bF\
1

NORTH AMERICA - GAMES

INDIANS OF 1ORTH AMERICA - SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS

1

INDIANS OF NORTHAMERICA = MUSIC

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA - HISTORY
0

INDIANS 'OF NORTH AMERICA -.ART%

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA - COSTUMES AND ADORNMENT

INDIANS OF NORTHAMERICA - HISTORY - FICTION

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA - LEGENDS

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA - GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA - SIGN LANGUAGE

INDIANS OF MEXICO

U.S. 'HISTORY - CIVIL WAR

U.S. - HISTORY 7 COLONIAL PERIOD

U.S. - HISTORY - REVOLUTION

/U.S. t- HISTORY 7 MAR OF 1812

U.S. HISTORY 1898 - 1gi9

U.S. - HISTORY - 1933 - 1945 ,

01.

U.S. - hISTORY - CIVIL WAR - CAMPAIGNS AND BATTLES

U.S. HISTORY - CIVIL WAR.- NAVAL OPERATIONS

U.S.:- HISTORY - CIVIL WAR - FICTION

BO
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CHAR TS :

GAMES:"

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR
THE CARD CATALOG, CLASSIFICATION AND ARRANGEMENT

Enlarged Wilson Cards. Sturgis Library Products, n.d.

Card-CI-Log.. Scott Foresman, 1973.

SILENT FILMSTRIPS:

How the Card Catalog Helps Long Filmslide Service, 1968.

TAPE RECORDINGS:

The Card Catalog. .Wollensak, 1968.

Dewey Decimal System #2. Wollensak, 1968/69.

How to Find a Book in the Library. Wollensak, 1968.
, \

TRANSPARENCUS:

Using the Card Catalog. Hammond, 1969. °

Using the Library Instructional Materials.( ter Effecti)ely.
CreatiVeyibuals, 1970.

t. "Dewey Decimal System -- Basic Subject Groupings"
"Ddwey Decimal System Sub-grouping"
"Dewey Decimal System -- What the Decimal4leans"

81
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DICTIONARIES

The development of dictionary skills is best taught in

r
the classroom as part of the language arts curriculum. However,

4
supplemental lessons can be provided in the-library with the,emphasis

placed on comparisons between types of dictionaries and other types

of reference books.

82
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DICTIONARIES - Grade 3
o

Objectives

-1. To introduce the dictionary as a reference tool.
2. To point out the differences between a picture dictionary and

an abridged one.
3. To,explain guide words and their use.
4. To acquint students with the location of the dictionaries in

the library.

Activities.
1. Explain alphabet'..cal,arrangement and the purposes for .

using a diction'Iry.

a) Give students. a list%of common nouns and have them
alphabetize them.

b), DiRcUss the meanings of each wdia.and check definitions
in an abridged dictionary. .

c) Discuss use of dictionary to check spelling of words
,and give,a few pairs of words giVing correct and incorrect
spelling and haVe students cheek ta see which is correct.

2. Using both a picture dictionary and an abridged one,- look
up a short list of common nouns to compare information given
in each.

3. Point out and explain guide words.

a) Give list o. words followeeby \2 guide, words. Haw
students tell if the word comes before, between, or
after the guide words.

Before banana
between camel

bat - bowl
cab - cave

b) Give students a list of common nouns and have them
look up the loorda in en abridged dictionary using the
guide words.

4. As a part of library orientation point oat where the
dictionaries are kept.

83
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DICTIONARIES - Grade 4

Ob ectives

1. To introduce the unabridged dictionary and explain some of
the additional informationfoundithere.

2. To compare information in unabridged dictionaries with abridged
and picture dictionaried.

3. To reinforce skills in using guide words.
4. To distinguish differences between information foun

dictiorories'and in tencyclopplias.

"Activities

1. Using opaque projector, copy entries from an unibrdged
dictionary, filmstrip, etc. Explain some information given
for .common: nouns.

a)

b)

c)

syllables
accent

pronunciation (guide at bottom of.page)

2. GiVe students a list of common nouns to look up' in an
abridged and an unabridged dictionary and compare information.
given.

3. 'Have students take a,list of words and. break
syllables, circle the accented one, and give
(Include a fewcommon words that can be both
a verb).

them up. in

definitions.
a noun and

4. Discuss difference's between dictionatied and encyclopedias.

4
Give studenti a list of questions and ask th4m to indicate
where they would find the answer - a dictionary or an
encyclopedia. .

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

What is the meaning of "adobe"?
When was California admitted,to the Union?

How many syllables does "bicycle" have?
What is the accented syllable in "machine"?
Who'invented the telephone?

84
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DICTIONARIES - Grade 5

Ob ectives

1. To discpver the many extra features of the unabridged dictionary
which fbrther enhance it .as a reference tool.

2, To introduce speciallaed dictionaries and. point out their value
in the reference collection.

Activities

1. Using more complex words having several meanings discuss
parts of speech and the multiple uses for the same word.

a) blockade - as a noun and a verb.
b) bridge - as a noun and a verb.
c) brew - as a noun and a verb.
d) brick - as a noun, an adjective and a verb.

2. Using pre-selected words point mit additional"information
given.

a) synonyms and antonyms -
1) 'adult - Syn. 1. full-grown, mature..7

- Ant. 1. infantile, childish.
2. minor.

2) adorn - Synt. 1. beautify,. 3. .dc,
Ant.' L. deface, mar.

(numbers refer to correspondingly numbered, efinitions
given):

b)tr.lverb tenses.- dazzle, dazzled, aazzling.

3. Point out and explain additional information found in the
front of the unabridged dictionary and give students a list
,., ,

--,--of pestions to be answered from that information. The
....--

,*- following_sample,suestioas were taken from the named special
stedtfons found in the World Book Dictionary, c1968.

a) LANGUAGE REFERENCE - Measure and Weights.
l) How many nautical'miles equal 1 league?
2) How many, tablespoons in 1 cup?

b) LANGUAGE REFERENCE = Punctuation.
1) What are "ellipses" and when are they, used?
2) Ho4 many uses are there for the dash (-)?

c) LANGUAGE REFERENCE - Given Names.
1) What does the name "Karl"' mean and from what

original language does it come?
LANGUAGE REFERENCE - Universal Languages.
1) How is the letter "B"°written in Morse Code?
2) How is the letter "L" written in &ail

e) How many of the "Blendwords" on page 29 do you know?

85
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-----------DICTIOARIESLGrade 5 (cont'd)

4. Introduce specialized dictionaries found in your library.
Explain type of entries in each and give list of questions
to be answered with these books.

a) Biographical Dictionaries.
b) Geographical Dictionaries.
c) Music Dictionaries.
d) Science Dictionaries etc.

a

86



DICTIONARIES - Grade 6

Ob ectives

1. To reinforce the use of the unabridged"dictionary.
2. To explain the remaining information given in an unabridged

didtionary not preViously introduced.

Activities

1. 'Using selected words explain the following information
found in unabridged dictionaries.
a) Derivations.

1) demand - [4(01d4French demander TO REQUEST
4:Latin demand5re ENTRUST <di (intensive)
+mandare TO ORDER]

2) entrance - [ Old French entrance (entrer, ENTER]
(<= derived from, taken from)

b) Abbreviations - Listed by abbreviation as.regular entries.
1) ARC - American'Red Cross (one meaning)
2) A.A. - (multiple meanings)

achievement age
Alcoholics Anonymous
Anti-aircraft.

Automobile Association (Gt. Britain)

c) AbbreviatiOns - Listed by nami.ts in front part of dictionary.
1) assistant - asst. or Asst.
2) Iowa - la

2. Give students a list of words and .abbreviations to look
up in an unabridged dictiOnary and find definitions,
derivations, synonyms, antonyms, etc.

3. Have students browse through the front section of an
unabridged dictionary andAtake up questions from information
found there for the rest of the class to answer.

. -82-
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HOW TO USE THE UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY

Discuss and clarify the following:

MEANINGS OF WORDS (definitions)

One word may have many meanings. Look through all of them until you
/find the one which fits and makes the sentence clear to you. Can you

think of any words that have several meanings? (Check: stop or delay;

bank; check; pattern in squares, like checkerboard, to check something to
make sure it is correct; etc.).

PRONUNCIATION OF WORDS

How does it help. you to pronounce
the word into syllables or parts.

' the end of a sentence). How else
an accent mark, say that syllable
fur'ni'ture, etc.).

SPELLING

new and different words? (Dividers
Helps when you must break a 'iborcf at

does it help you? (If a syllable has
a little louder: e.g., author, funtny,

It tells you the proper spelling of the word.
It gives rules for adding "d" or "ed", "s" or "es" (miss, misses - ball,
balls), and for making a word plural (as above - or company, companies).
It tells you if a hyphen is needed within a word. What is a hyphen?

(A line placed between words of more than one part, worn-out, up-to-date.
However, words such as sunbeani and always never have a hyphen). It tells

you if a word is always spelled with'a capital' letter (Bible).

SYNONYMS

What are synonyms? (Words that have the same or almost the same meaning):

Can you give some examples? (beautiful - lovely, pretty; big - large,
huge; etc.).

ANTONYMS

What are antonyms? (Words that have the opposite meaning). Can you giye

some examples? (love - hate, short - tall, strong - weak, etc.).

PART OF SPEECH TO WHICH THE WORD BELONGS

What do you mean by part of speech? (n. - noun, v. - verb, adj. - adjective,

adv. - adverb). How does this help you? t(To use word correctly in a
sentence).

NEW WORDS WHICH COME INTO OUR LANGUAGE

Where are these new words sometimes found? (In a section of new words

towards the front of the dictionary).

88
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ABBREVIATIONS OR SHORTENED FORMS OF WORDS

Where are the abbreviations sometimes found? (Often a list of common
abbreviations is found in the back of the dictionary. (co. for company)

MEANINGS OF FOREIGN WORDS OR PHRASES COMMONLY USED IN OUR LANGUAGE

Have ytiu ever wondered what IPLURIBUS UNUM, the motto of the United
States, means? The dictionary tells you that it means "one out'of
many".

Did you know that* many words which we used every day a:e taken from
another language? The dictionary tells which language a particular
word came from, French, Latin, Greek, etc., Can you think of any words
that you use'which come from another language? (Fiesta_- Spanish,
Garage - French, Agriculture - Latin).

89
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Worksheet

A CHECK LIST ON THE USE OF THE DICTIONARY

,

Iristructions: Answer each q tion as carefully as possible. Use the back

of the paper to complete answ s if more room is needed.

1. Why isit necessary to know the alphabet in order to use the dictionary well?

2. What is eant f)y a thumb index?

!" "3. What are guide words?

4. What books other than the dictionary use guide words?

5. What is meant by dividing a word into syllables?

6. Why are accent marks used?

7. What is at the bottom of dictionary pages which helps you pronounce words?

8. What is a synonym? Give the synonyms for beautiful, big, rich.

True or False

A dictionary

1.

may be used:

To find the meanings of words.

To find the pronunciation of words.

To find the spelling of a word.

2.

3.

4. To write reports on many subjeCts.

4

5. To find mythological names.

6. To find the names of important people.

7. T6 find complete biographies of many people.

8. To find geographic information.

9, To find ":/breviations.

10. To find antonyms.

11. To learn from what language a word came.

90
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ENCYCLOPEDIAS - Grade 3

Objectives

I. To introduce children to the wealth of information found in an
encyclopedia and develop the concept of how material is arranged
in an encyclopedia.

Activities

1. Using a dictionary found in a third grade classroom and a
volume of an encyclopedia, have students discuss the similari-
ties found in these two reference books. (Arrangement, guide
words, illustrations).

2. Give children lists of words and have them tell theevolume
where they would find information; e.g. an article about
cats (v.3) an article about pigeons (v.9).

3. Usitig any encyclopedia set give children pictures of sample

pets and have them find an article to go with the pictures.

4. Using a copy of the dictionary found in a third grade class-
koom have children compare the amount of information about °

cats, dogs and pigeons found in the dictionary and the encyclo-
pedia.

a
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A

Volume

I

K
L

Volume

B

Volume
2

M

Volume
11

C

Vblume
3

N
0

Vol
12

Worksheet

0

ENCYCLOPEDIA LESSON - Grade 3

D

Volum
4

P

Volume
I 13

E

Volume
5

Q
R

Volume
14

Volum Volume
6 7

S

Volum
15

Fill in on a sepAate sheet the right'volume numbers:

Nevada

Clara Barton

FlaMingo.

Fire Department

Panama Canal

Circus

0

T

Volume
.16

H

Volu Vol
8 9

U

V

Volume
17

W X
Y Z

Volume
18

May Day

Block & Tackle

Cathedral Paul Bunyan

a
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Objectives

ENCYCLOPEDIAS - Grade 4

4

I. To acquire the ability to use encyclopedias in locating
information.

Activities

4 1

1. Review with students the arrangement of encyclopedias
(third grade activities):

2. Introduce students to the basic sets o f encyclopedias
available in the sOrhool library'or classroom. Compare
and contrast these sets asito arrangement and format.

* 3. Give each sty:lent a copy of The Look It Up Book, Book I,
1971. Have them complete th-e activities individually or
in small groups.

II. To further independent use of the encyclopedia as a research
tool.

L..\ Activities

Divide the class into groups, -each group looks up the

same state in a Nariety of general encyclopedias. Compare
and contrast information found (population, square miles,
illustrations, maps).

2. Using one of the state articles point out the differences
between major headings. and-Sub headings.

3. Give each student a question to look up in,an encyclopedia.
Find the answer and tell how the 4nformation vas found":-
i.e. using cross references, using the index, using alpha-
betical arrangement.

4. Introduce students to specialized.encyclopedias'available
in-your school. library.

t

* took available from World Book Representative.

O

I
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A

Worksheet

ENCYCLOPEDIA LESSON - Grade 4

Examine Two encyclopedias:

Which two have you chosen A

B

a

Choose any State (e.g. Florida) and answer-the f011owing
questions:

ENCYCLOPEDIA. A:

NAME

0
TITLE OF ARTICLE'

VOLUME PAGES

YEAR OF PUB.

ENCYCLOPEDIA B:

NAME

TITLE OF ARTICLE

VOteE PAGES

YEAR OF PUB.

ENCYCLOPEDIA A:

1, Square miles:
2. Populatioh:

When became a state:
4. State motto:

ENCYCLOPEDIA B:

1

1. Square miles:
2. Population:
3. When became a state:
P. State motto:

Do both encyclopediad have maim of the state?.

Which encyclopedia did you like better?

I
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4.

Worksheet

ENCYCLOPEDIA LESSON - Grade 5
,',....

4
Using one volume of the World Book - find one article and give

,;

me the following information:

Pages

General article title

Specific article title

"Sub-heading

Is there .a
ft
see I!

article
referred. to!

If so, what?

Give two related articles,

Name two titles of
recommended books

I

.

G.

.4

1.

. 9a
-90-
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Worksheet

ENCYCLOPEDIA LESSON = Grade .5

Assignment: -Find in Comptons or World Book the answer to each of
the following questions. Tell how you located the

knturmation.

1. In what state is West Point located? 4.

2. Where did the Iroquois Indian tribe -live?

3. Who is CIaradiarton?

4

4. Which is the largest of the Great Lakes?

5. -What was Paul Revere 's occupation?

6. Who organized the Green Mountain boys?

V5

O

,

96 60
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ENCYCLOPEDIAS - Grade 5 and 6

Objectives

I. To develop greater proficiency in the use of the encyclopedia.

II. To develop. the skill of using the index to all encyclopedias as

a means to a more efficient use of them.

III. To develop further the concept of reading an index not only for
locating specific information but also for the gaining of new ideas
and of seeing all the varied aspects concerning the subject at hand.

Activities

A. Review with students material from 4th grade lessohs.

B. Introduce students to the visual aids included in encyclopedias

(Charts, graphs, diagrams, pictures, etc.).

C. Using one of the state articles point out to students the visual

aids included under this article.

D. Using a country you would like to know more about, answer the

following questions.

1. Does the article include a colored picture of the country's

flag?

Yes No

2. What is the capitol of the country?
t

3. Is a climate or weather chart' included?

Yes No

4. Does the article include a product map?

Yes . No H.

5. Write two facts you found by reading below a picture:

a)

c)

Which encyclopedia did you use?

97
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Activities (coned)

E. For index reading, use an opaque projector and project any
good index page from an encyclopedia that illustrates hOw in-
formation a'boUt a topic may be located in more than one volume

Of the set. Overhead transparencies can also be made of such
a page.

F. Follow up this classroom presentation with individual questions
regarding main headings and subheadings. This activity should
be individualized and students encouraged to come in on their
awn-to search out the answe7s. °Example: any topic

1. How many subheadings did you find under this main heading?

2. How many volumes of the encyclopedia set did these sub-
>.

headings refer to?

.1 How many new ideas about this-topic did you get by using
the index?

At

9 8
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Worksheet

ENCYCLOPEDIA QUIZ

1. List the names of all the sets of encyclopedias your school library

has.

2. What is the purpose of the "Suggestions for Further Reading
an encyclopedia?

^

3. What is the purpose of,"See" and "See Also" references in an

encyclopedia?

-94-



ENCYCLOPEDIAS - Grade 7

Objectives

1. To introduce students to the encyclopedias available in an inter-
mediate school and compare and contrast these sets with the three

encyclopedias students have used.

2. To enable the students to become proficient in reading an index as

a means to,gaining the fullest possible use from an encyclopedia.

Activities

1. Introduce sets in intermediate school libraries.
) ,

2. Give students slips of paper with cluestiOns to answer.
;

(Questions should be used that require the use of an index).

3. Give students questions regarding the use of the index.

4. Develop activities or questions that deal only with the

reading of the index with an emphasis on the new ideas gained
by using the index.

4 ---------

106
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SPECIAL REFERENCE BOOKS

In every library/media center there is an important group of books known

as the reference collection. These books ordinarily contain condensed
information relating to,general or specific topics or words, as well as

maps and statistics. Sometimes the information is in a single volube;
sometimes it may comprise an entire set of books. Dictionaries, encyclope-

dias, handbooks, almanacs, yearbooks, atlases and gazeteers, books of >

quotations, geographical dictionaries, bibliographies, nature fieldbooks
and geographical dictionAries are generally found in the reference collection.

Why Use a Reference Book?

Reference books serve as timesavers and short cuts in finding information
and are one. of the most efficient means of locating desired material in a

minimum of time. There is no other source where so much information is as

well organized and as carefully indexed,

The two methods of filing should be illustrated, not in an attempt to

teach filing per se but to show ae,additional method of search in location

of information. After the student is sure his spelling of his topic is
correct, if he. has not located it, he should also look a little before and

after the place where he feels the material should be. Reference books

and card catalogs use either word-by-word or letter-by-letter filing.
Unfortunately not all reference books stipulate whiCh method is used.

J

Word-by-word: Letter-by-letter:

New Brunswick New Brunswick

New Hampshire Newfoundland

New York New Hampshire

Newfoundland Newton

Newton New York.

101
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KINDS OF SPECIAL REFERENCE BOOKS AND SOME REPRESENTATIVE TITLES

I. ALMANACS:

1

Are usually published every year containing a great variety ^t
of fact regarding politics, sports, government, geographical

information, news events, etc.

California Almanac
/Information Please Almanac
World Almanac andBook.Of Facts

II. HANDBOOKS:

Are reference books containing collections of information

regarding a certain topic.

Bartlett: Familiar Quotations

Comstock, Ann: Handbook of Nature Study-

The South American Handbook (latested. preferable)
The StaterantslYearbook.

III. ATLASES:

An atlas is a book of maps.% An atlas will have an Index of

important places telling which map shows the place and just

where it may be found on the map.

The First Book Atlas I

Golden Picture,Atlas of the World

Goode's World Atlas
Shepherd's Historical Atlas

IV. GAiETEERS:

World Book Atlas
Hammond's Universal World Atlas
Rand McNally International

World Atlas

A gazeteer is a geographical diCtionary with the names of countries,

"cities, towns, lakes, mountains, etc. listed alphabetically. They

tell location,, size, pronunO.ation, etc. Sometimes short gazetteers

are found in the' back of dictionaries.'

Columbia - Lippincott Gazeteer of the,World
Webttcrlo Gcogrophical Dictionary

1o2
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V. BIOGR.PHIGAL REFERENCE NOKS:

Contain information about the lives of well known people.

A. General.'

Webster's Biographical Dictionary.

2. Current Biography - Includes-biographies of living people.

Had Supplements.

3. Who's Who - Applies mainly to British people.
.4. Who's Who in America -.Includes biograPhical,sketches of

living Americans. \
-

5. Who's Who in Germany (France, U.S.S.R.) - Ineludes biographical

A sketches of living people in the respective countries.
'

6. Who Was Who - Includes biographical sketches of people not.'

living.
7. Dictionary of American Biography 12 v. (expensive but excellent)*

4
Includes noteworthy 'persons', no longer living, who lived in the

United States.

8. Who's Who of American Women.

B. Authors.

1. Junior Book of Authors - Includeb biographical sketches of

authors of books for young people. Also More Junior Authors and

The Third' Book of Junior Authors.

2. Twentieth Century Authors - Includes biographical,sketches.of

authors of this century. Be sure to check supplements.

3. Contemporary Authors - Includes biographical sketches of
contemporary authors.

4. American Authors .1600-1900 - Includes biographical sketches.

of American authors during periods indicated.

5. British Authors of the Nineteenth Century - Includes biogiaphi-

cal sketches of British authors during the period indicated.

6. ,Something About the Authors.

7. Illustrators of Children's"'Books

8. Who's'WhO of Children's Lfterature.

C. Other special areas.

1. Who's Who in Music.

2. Who's Who in Science and Commerce.

\a
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VI. SPECIAL DICTICNARIES:
, -

There are special dictionaries in many fields. Each is worthy

of instruction if the libFary collection has them.

,w

r. .
\

- Webster's Dictionary.of SynonyMs
;

Roget's Thesaurus lists the synonyms and antonyms.ofiemay.worda
Dictionary of Abbreviations , i

Science diction#ries such as Compton's Illustrated Science
Dictionary should. also be introduced '.

, -

VII. FIELDBOOKS:

(q
,

Are usudilycompanions to many nature subjects and describe
thoroughly the many species and aspects of nature.

Haustan: Beginner's tuide to Freshwater Life and Beginner's

Guide to Seashore Life

Mathews: Field Book of American Trees and Shrubs wstField
Book of American Wild Flowers

California Natural History Guides:

Balls: Early Uses'of California Plants,

Berry: Mammals of the San Francisco Bay Region

Bowen: Rocks and Minerals of the San Francisco Bay Region

Gilliam: Weather of the San Francisco. Bay Region
Hedgpeth: Seashore -Life of the San Francisco Bay Aegion and

Coast of Northern California 1 v

Howard: Evolution the Landsca e of the an Francisco Bay

Region
Metcalf: Trees of the San Francisco Bay Region -

Orr: Mushrooms Other Common Funiiof the San Francisco

Bay Region
0

Smith: The Natural Histo of the San Francisco Ba Region

Stebbins: Reptiles and Amphibians of the San Francisco Bay Region
.

VIII. SCIENTIFIC REFERENCE BOOKS:

Book of Popular Science
Compton's Dictionary of the Natural Sciences, 1966 (4 vol.)

Encyclopedia of Life Sciences, 1965`(8'yol.)

,Handbook of Chemistry and Phydidi, 190-
Harper's Encyclopedia of Science; 1963 (4 vol.)
The Illustrated Encyclopedia of the Animal Kingdom, 1968 (20 vol.)

Larousse Encyclopedia of Animal Life, 1967

Life Nature Library
Life Science Library
The Ocean World of Jacques Cousteau, 1972 (20 vol).

Van Noatrands' Scientific Encyclopedia, 3rd Edition, 1958

The World of Mathematics V.Lto1256.

1
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ART REFERENCE BOOKS: R

I

X. .MUSIC:

Art and Mankind Series:

Larousse Encyclopedia of Byzantine & Medieval Art
Larousse Encyclopedia of Modern Art
Larousse Encyclopedia of Prehistoric and_Ancient-Art
LaidusseEnc clo edia Of-Renaissance & Baro ue Art

Britannica Encyclopedia of American Art, 1973
McGraw ,Hill Dictionary of Art, 1969 (5 vol.

New International Illustrated Encyclopedia of Art, 1967 (24 vol.)

Pr_ Encyclbpedidof Art; 1971 (5 vol.)
Time-Life Library of Art

vei
p

Hughes:. Music Lover's Encyclopedii, 1957.
Scholes; The Concise Oxford Dicticnary of Music, 2nd ed., 1964. ' A

lite-Yorld td Music, An Illustrated Encyclopedia, 1963, Abeadalel
Preis News York.

,{

at
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Worksheet

SPECIAL REFERENCE BOOKS

A Library Lesson 4, 5,,6

I

Locate answers to the following quedtionsin Biographical reference books..
. tt, 4

o
Give the*Aname of your spuuce book andfile pages. j

,..-

1. . Find an article on NordhOff and Hall. Elsetheirlooks.
- '-;

r ,..).,

.,,,,
"f

; .1

2. 'Locate information on Louisa May Alcott. : '

V X

3. Where can you find information p the, author of Wrinkle

in time: Mddeline,L'Engle?
.

)

4: Which volumes has the longegt article on Charles, Dickehs?1.
s.

5, ' Find an article. on Marguerite. Henry.

Using almanacs, handbooks, gazeteers, answer,thefollOwing:
. .

1. Find recent information on baieball

2. Choose a place where you would like

information about 1\...,

I

scores and,players.

to vacation, and locate'

9. kind material on your county in California.

1

4. Find information on the'Pan American Highway in Mexico.

5. Many of the movies of fa:pus stars are shown on TV. Where

C. 41.

can you find out if your favorite,star of an older,mov4A is

still living?

t

b
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. s.

. An introduction- to theAsic reference books in the library's collectiOn

can be made by means or transparencies or filmstrips as well. as displaying

the actual volumes. Spec 1 emphasis should be given to the unusual

arrangements qf some books d to the understanding of "how to read" an

index.

A ' 0

Following such an introduction a follow up lesson is impottant to enable
the students to actually use this material. The folloWing sample qdizes

can be given to individual students or small groups to work on individually

pr as i class (or l/ glass) lesson with the appropriate :books pulled and

1 plAced on various tables, each table having its awn set of books and
corresponding quiz sheets.

4

Help Should be freely given to enable the students to understand graphs',
indekes and special' section/of books, etc.

c

1

SPECIAL REFERENCE BOOKS - Grades 7 - i.

.
/

;
1
..

'
.

. .

A

Aethe 7th and ith grade level, student should be expectedo be able to
locate the reference books needed on the reference shelves by the.Dewey

number 'Rn the spine.

In_making up individual reference questiongt, cold coding rand underlining
I the key word may be a good Aid in guiding students in their search.

S

ti
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I. WORLD ALMAaAC '71

Worksheet

REFERENCE BOOK quiz

California1. When'wai Oakland, California first settled?

2. Who played'in.the Rose Bowl in 197, Who von?
,e

II. HAMMOND'S'NATORE ATLAS OF AMERICA .-
1. The Redwood tree is the tallest living tree in Americli.

Where does it grow and how tall is'it?
"

.. -2. What 4.8 a cougar sometimes called? To What length do
cougars, grow?1

u.
.

.

III. AMMICAN Book of pqs 0 --.
4 V

r ,

1: What famous perpcin has
.

a birthday on June 27th?
'

.. .-... , .,

2. On what day of the year does the UA. Marine Corps
I

celebrate thernniversary bf Its organization?
..

IV. COMPTON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA (T(Vol.22 ..

,,3

1. What. is Tucana? t '''
.

.
' te... ) i 4

2. Where in Cqmpton's can you find information omit?

V. COMPTON'S ILLUSTRATED SCIENCE DICTIONARY

1.' Quicksilver is another term for f

4'

2.' What ,is the deepest part og the coptinentayahelf?

VI. ROGET INTERNATIONAL THESAURUS

1. Give three synonym's of bright meaning colorful.

0
2. Give three synonyms of bright meaning smarts

.

VII. RAND McNALLY PICTORIAL WORLD ATLAS

1. In what iliitude and longitude is Hawaiii

2. What is the longest river in the world?

b
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'Worksheet

REFERENCE BOOK QUIZ`

I. THE COSTUME BOOK
,

1. Tyrol is a plovince of what country and is situated in

what mountain ranger

2 Of-what-materlalfrere the 64 and the heavy coat made
which, are woii} by the Royal Canadian Police Guard,stationed

in Ottawa, Canada? o

II. MODERN SCIENCE DICT1.NARY

1, What does concentric mean?

2. What is a blood clot?

III. COMPTON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA (C), Vol. 4

1. ,What was the lowest recorded temperature_in the state of

California? -

2. 'What country of the world has the largest number of cattle?

Where does the U.S. rank-at a cattle country?

IV. WORLD ALMANAC 1973

,

. I. What are the 'colors-of the Austrian flag?

2.. What was tae population growth of Walnut Creek between

1960 and 1970? What is the zip code for that city?

V. THE NEW ROGET'S THESAURUS

1. What are 3 other expressions which can be used in place

of the slang expression "fall guy"?

2. Under what 2 headings can'yoU find antonyms for "rumor"?

VI. HARVARD DICTIONARY 'OF MUSIC

1. The Flugelhorn is usually built in the-key of

2. What is a Bolero? Who invented the Bolero?

o



BOOKS:

4-*

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR RESEARCH AND REFERENCE

1..

Beck, Margaret V., et al. A Guidebook for Introducing Library Skills.
Denison, 1967. (5 volumes)

Bongiorno, Mary. How Can I Find Out? Childrens Press, 1963.

California Association of School Librarians. Library Skills, A Handbook

for Teachers and Librarians. Fearon, 1958,

McEvoy, Paul. Learning How to Use the Dictionary. Macmillan, 1963.

Mott, Carolyn. Children's Library Lesson Book. Scribner, 1968.

Peterson, Violet E. *Library' Instruction Guide. 4th ed.,
Shoe String Press, 1974.

Whitney, David D. The Pirat Book of Facts and How to Find Them.
Watts 1966.

PROGRAMMED TEXT:

David Discovers the Dictionary Coronet, 1963.

CHARTS:

"Dic±i,on57<iiis. Ideal, 1967.

Library Skills. Ideal, 1967. 1

SILENT FILMSTRIP§:

Finding Facts Fast.

Looking UP Facts and Information. Troll Associates, 1970.

Pinpointing WhaeYou Want. Filmstrip House,,1962.

Using Books Efficiently. Pacific Productions, 1960.

Locating Facts in Books.
Using Stud Helps in Books.

Using Reference Materials. Troll Associates, 1970.

Your Dictiodary and How to Use It. SVE, 1953.
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16mm FILMS:

Effective Writing: Research Skills. Coronet, 1972.

Finding Information. Waterman Productions, n.d.

TAPE RECORDINGS:

Library Skills. Tapes Unlimited, 1969.

Reference Books #1 & g. Wollensak, 1968.

TASK CARDS:

TESTS:

Information Fast. Educational Insights, 1973.

O

National Test of Library Skills. Jostens, 1967.

TRANSPARENCIES:

Basic Libriary Skills. Milliken, 1971.

Library Instruction. 2nd ed. Hoosier, 1966/69.

Library Reference. Milliken, 1971.

Library Reference Skills. Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1969.

Using the Library Instructional Materials Center Effectively.

Creative' Visuals, 1970.

"Using the Dictahary (Standard)"
"Using the Dictionary (Biographical)"
"Using the Dictionary (Geographical)"
"Using an Index to the Atlas"
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PERIODICALS

Two considerations should be kept in mind when ordering magazines for
school libraries: their browsing value and their value as a reference
source. From grade 6 up, magazines as a reference source become rather

important in-many-schools. At this point, and especially in 7th and &h
grades, the use of the Abridged Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature
should become a permanent and consistent part Of the library skills
training program.

The degree to which this is done depends on the availability of back
issues of magazines, for there is little educational benefit in stu4ying
the use of the index without being able to put that learning to,practical
use. A book-card size checkout slip should be developed for checking out
magazines. Should the Magazine needed be unavailable aetbeir school
library, students should be encouraged to take,their magazine slip to
the public. library.

Lesson plans for student use should provide the concept of-periodicals
as a valuable source ofreference material and should illustrate the methods
of 'locating specific information. Definitions of new terms, thg list of_

0,3

magaiines indexed, the key to abbreviations, the author and subject index.
and cross references should be covered in one or more lessons depending on
the grade level and needs of the students. The H.W. Wilson- Company's

pamphlet: How to use the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature is still
available, free of charge, in class-size bulks. This is an excellent tool
for initial introduction to the Reader's Guide. Slide shows with sound on
tape should be used as a follewup in'the classroom as well as other types
of media productions made by the school librarian or bought commerically.
The "home made" media production has an advantage in that it can be geared
to specific school needs. These media productions shOld be a permanent
item on the library media center shelves to be used individually.

Throughout the school year, follow-ups in the use of the Readers' GUide
are to be encouraged on an individual basis where the librarian has the
opportunity to work in a one-to-one relationship with the student.
Faculty understanding of this kind of individualization is essential.
Faculty understanding of the time it takes to search is no less essential.
The search And the technique, After all, are our iessage.

112
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`'Worksheet

ABRIDGED READERS''GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE

Sample Exercise:
(or suggestions for exercises)

1. What does abridged mean?

2. Why is a magazine called a periodical?

3. Using the Readers' Guide, how can you tell an article is about something?

4. What does it mean?

5. How many of the magazines indexed dries yout library have?

6. How many magatines that are indexed.do you have at home?

7. Find an article about your favorite sports person in last month's index.

What title did you-those?

8. How many articles about California can you find in last year's hardbound

.index?

9. When it says "see also" what do you do?

10. What does "Pop Sci 206:135 F '75" mean.

t.
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MULTIMEDIA KITS:

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR PERIODICALS

Your Library Resources and Hors to Use thelReader's Guide.

H.W, Wilson, 1973.

16mm FILMS:

How to Use the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature (One

Detective, `a Spry; -almejr,Fouya.cuea.attd.lou).
Nassau County Library., 1966.
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NON-PRINT MATERIALS

School library collections are increasingly including materials in
various film and recorded formats thusjustifying,the change in the
name "Ilbrar"-E6EhitCi"media center". Students and teachers must
become aware of the existance, possibilities, and appropriate use of
these materials.

Correct use of terms and correct use of the media can only develop
over a sufficiently long period of time to allow for assimilation. of the.
unique features of each type of' media and the similarities and differences
14lich.dictatc their use.

1

Aay definition printed may shortly become out-dated as new develop-
ments in educational technology continue, but at the present time school
library/media centers will include in their colledgons any or all of the
following:

Recordings: Recordings may be on the traditional disc, or in a tape
format. The most common tape in commercial materials is the cassette
tape. It is comparitively inexpensive, small, easy to store and to .

use. Many materials arealso available on reel-to-reel tape. This
tape is bulkier, more expensive, but provides oreater fidelity of
sound reproduction. Eight track tape is not commonly used in educa-
tional materials at the present time. Since; technology has made it
so very easy to reproduce tapes, the librarian and teacher should be
aware of their responsibility to honor and.to teach copyright regula-
tions.

Captioned filmstrips: A continuous 35mm film with still pictures on
each frame intended to be looked at in order. Captions may appear on
each or some of the frames. The film illustrates the captioned ,:ext.
The filth may or may not he accompanied by a teacher's guide and may
or may not include additional activity suggedtions.

. ; .

s

Non-captioned filmstrips: These films are the dame as the captioned-
except that there are no captions and a printed script accompanies
the film. This is to be read by the teacher or student usinthe film.
These scripts may also be available in foreign languages. They are
especially useful for students with auditory deficiencies, learning
disabilities, or bi-lingual backgrounds..

Sound filmstrips:, The film is the same as in the captioned filmstrips
but it is,accon0Aied by a sound trackrecordiiion a disc or tape.
The sound track is synchronized to the film. An audible "beep" or
signal indicated when to advance the film in'the "manual" format.
Many machines, both projectors and viewers, are available which
automatically advance the film by an inaudible signal.. The film
illustrates the narration. Teacher's guides accompany most,sound
filmstrips. There may be additional materials, such as ditto masters
for student work-sheets, maps, charts, etc. Some sound filmstrips have
a bi-lingual sound track.

115
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Slide sets (both captioned and sound): 35mm slides which function
in much the same way as a filmstrip does, but allows for flexibility,
of regrouping. May be accompanied by a sound track -- tape or disc
or'may be captioned. (Sometimes called transparencies).

O

:

8mm Loops: A silent 8mm film that runs for about two to four and a
half minutes, presenting one concept only. Various means of including
sound are being developed. At preSent a machine to synchronize the
loop with a cassette tape player is. available. Educators, however,
should not overlook the great value of the silent loop if it is properly

designed for a specific purpose, as problem solving, nature study,
motivation, etc. Students and teachers should be aware that there are
two formats: the 8mm and "super" 8mm filmloop which, may not be, able

to be projected on the same projeCtor. There is also a variety of
projector loading formats which are noeinterchangeible and need to be
assessed for educational function.

16mm film: The traditiorial "movie". Few school districts can afford
an extensive collection because of the high cost of 16mm films. Most
collections will be in very large districts, or a county-wide library.
16mm films a...e available in narrated, non-narrated, and captioned

formats. They are now appearing in short forms as part of multi-media
kits designed for building-level acquisition. 16mm film matter is also
becoming available in video -tape (reel-to-reel or cassette) format,
and will be seen in the video-disc format in the early 1980's. Since

video-cassettes are available with pre-recorded dual sound tracks.

Study prints: Opaque prints ranging in size from approximately
8" x 10" to chart size. Informational material is included, frequently
on the reverse side of the study print, often on the face of the print.
Used for bulletin board displays and student or teacher presentations.

Art prints: Reproductions of art works in various sizes. May be pur-
chased individually or, in many cases, in sets. 'Some:basic information

is usually included: the artist's nameOates, tgtle,and date painted,
musenia housing the original. Art prints should Ve:most rigorously
examined for fidelity of color reproductiony

Overhead transparencies: Transparent graphs, charts, maps, etc. to
be,projected on the overhead projector. May have movable parts, areas
to be written on with special pens instructor or student demonstrating.
Flexible teaching/learning device for small group or classroom presentation.

Microfiche: By high school level if not sooner, students will have access
to print material in microform. An awareness o?.". its exiseance should
occur earlier if you have the use of micro readers available. The local
libraries have magazine collections on microfiche at, the present time.

Multi-media Kits: Many manufacturers/publishers are preparing materials

with three or more types of media. These are generally known as "kits"
and are designed as variable and multiple in use for teachers or small
groups of students. Usually accompanied by guides and, activity sugges-

tions.
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Audio-tutorial kits: Multi media kits specifically designed for

one-to-one student use. Programs sequential activities leading to

specific learning objectives.

Games and simulations: .Increasingly library/media centers are pro-
viding games of logic such as chess, checkers, etc. and the wide
variety'of games designed to teach concepts through simulation.

Realia: Real objects such as costumes, masks, models, coins, and
other reproductions of artifacts which are used to enhance an educa-

tional experience.
4

The educational potential of these so-called non-print materials is limited
only by the imagination and creativity'of the teacher, librarian, student, and

the industry producing them. To ignore their potential, their appeal to students,

and their flexibility would bp professionally irresponsible. It is also the

responsibility of the librarian to preview, evaluate, select, and provide oppor-
tunities for utilization of these materials and to involve other members of the

teaching staff and the seLdentS in these processes,. On the basis of these ex-

periences the librarian, should feel obligated to'communicate to the manufacturers

and producers of multi-media materials the needs of the curriculum, the interests
of the students, and the strengths and weaknesses of various characterists of the

materials in order that the educational and recreational potential of these'media
may be maximized..

Hardware: It is not within the scope of this handbOok to recommend the

amount or type of machines needed to make effective use of the new media.

There are guidelines published by both national and state associations

including such recommendations. Obviously, recording, playback, viewing,

and projecting equipment are necessary fof use.of the various media,. A

long -range plan for acquisition of the needed hardware should be designed

based on the number of students and teaching stations to be served. This

plan-would be annually updated in the view of changes in the needs of the

individual school and changes in the products available,. CompetenOales
representatives and the use of consumer guides are good sources oCinfOr-

mation for .the librarian responsible for such plans.

Production: Another significant change in the school library as it expands

into4a media center is the inclusion of the capacity for production of simple

graphic, photographic, and audio- recorded materials. Both teachers and

students will be increasingly involved in such activities and they are a'

natural extension of the archival and information-retrieval services of the

traditional library The use of a press to laminate,, and dry-mount materials,

of a darkroom to process black and white film and prints, and of simple

recording on cassette tapes are the first steps in the development of a

library/media center's production capacity. Again, it is beyond the scope

of this handbook to elaborate further upon this aspect of the contemporary

school library, but several references in the following 'bibliography will

assist the librarian in outlining a program to develop an appropriate

facility,
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BOOKS:

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR NON-PRINT MATERIALS

American Library Association and National Education Association.

Standards for School Medici Programs. 1970.

Brown, James 11.excel. AV Instructional Technology Manual for

Independent Study. McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y., 1973.

Brown, James W. et al. AV Instruction: Technology Manual for I

Methods 4th ed. McGra4-Hill Book Co., New York, N.Y 1973.'

California Association of School Librarians and Audio-Visual Education

Association of California. Standards for the Development of

School Media Programs in California, 1970.

Eboch, Sidney C. Operating Audio-Visual Equipment. Chandler Publiihing

Co., Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1968.

Kemp, Jerrold E. Planning and Producing Audio-Visual Materials 2nd. ed.

Chandler Publsihing Co., Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1968.

Morlan, John E. Preparation of Inexpensive Teaching Materials.

Chandler Publishing Co., Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1963.

SOUND FILMSTRIPS:

Media: Resource for Discovery.. Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1974.
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IDEAS isaR ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES

. Grades::1 & 2 .

I. Story Telling - Reading.".,

A. Flannel boaFd.
B. Media presentation.
C. Dramatic .presentetions.

D. Puppets.

II. Art Activities.

A. Illustrate stories or poems.

I
III. Poetry.

A. Mother Goose.

B. Short child oriented poems.

IV. Folk Tales. r

A. Ddfinition.

B. Fairy tales, tall tales (compare versions)!._

O
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IDEAS FOR ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES

Grades: 3 & 4

0

I. Stony Tellin Readin.

A. Book Talks.

B. Media Presentation.

C. Dramaticd.

1. Charades.

2. Readers Theater.

3. Radio Plays.

4. Video Taping.

D. Games ex: Seek-a-Word.

II. Art Activitied.
V.

A. Mobiles.

B. Dioramas.

C. Book Jackets.

D. Sitple Puppets.

E. Clay/Paper Mache Characters.

III. Poetry.

A. Humorous, Limericks, Tongue Twisters, etc.

B. Descriptive/Story Type.

C. 'Choral Reading.

7 IV. Illustrations,

0

A. Illustrators.

1. Films.

2. Taped:
3. Posters.

4. Research about Illustrator'sLife.

B. Caldecott Winners (see end of this section).

1. Film/Filmstrips.
2. Posters.

120
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IDEAS FOR ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES

Grades: 5 & 6

4

I. Newbery Award Books

A. Background of the award. (see end of this section).

B. Use, of media to present stories.

C. Compare and contrast canning books-changes over the
years-similarity of themes.

D. Dramatic Presentations.

1. Charades.

2. Radio plays.

3. Video taping.

4. Puppets.

5. Character or plot dramatization.

II. Classics

' A. What Makei]o,classic.
B. Media presentations (e.g. Jabberwocky material).
C. Art Projects.

1. Prepare bulletin boards for classroom or library.

4 2. Story book dolls.
3.--Puppet shows for'younger students.

III. Biographies

A. Biography - historical biography - lifeof individual.

B. Projects.

1. Act out sections of person's life.
2. Draw a series of pictures depicting the person's life.

3. Make slide/tape presentation of person's life.

4. "This is,Your. Life"4- presentation

5. Prepare a time line when the person lived.

. .6. Models-mobiles-3D faces of person.

IV. Mythology

A. Discussion of what a myth ids. V

B. Countries involved.

C. Read aloud or use media to acquaint children with mythology.

D. Projects.

1. _Dramatic presentatiofts.
2. Write your own myth.
3. Do a, family tree of the Gods.,

4. Mosaics.

5. Make posters 'using mythological terms.

.121
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IDEAS FOR ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES Icon' t)

Grades: 5 & 6

. V. Other areas to explore with students.

A. Student 'story telling.

1. Read original or published story to lower grades.

2. Tape easy stories to accompany bobks_for younger-,
students;

N.,

.B. Student book selection committee.

1. Evaluate new books for possible purchase.
2. Evaluate old books, on the shelves to help weed out

unwanted titles.

C. Creative book reporting.

1. 'DiSChssions,iA

a) Informal digCussio6
(1) May include why the book was liked or not likad,

plots or themes, favorite authors, styles of
writing, illustrators and their styles, or
similar characters and books.

b) Panels
d) Forums
d) Debates

2. Dramatizations:
a) Acting ,out a story

b) Charade
c) Puppet or marionette shows

°d) Movie scripts
e) Radio programs

f) Sales talks and commericals
g) Ponversations"that might take place between

characters in two different books

3. Writing activities:

a) Notebook of literary heritage
b) Continuation of a story'

c) Imaginary diary of a leading character in a story
d) .Imaginary letter by'One character to another

e) Description Of an interesting character
f) Letter to a friend recommending a book
g).An original story
h) Biographical account of a favorite author

i) Letter to a faVorite author
j) Bibliographies on selected topics
k) Likenesses and differences in two or snore books

by the same author
1) Likenesse of plots and themes of different authors,

m) LikeneSses and differen6es in to books of non-

fiction on the same,subject

1'
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.4. Miscellaneous:

a) Gard files

b) Book charts to encourage variety in reading

cr Use of tape recorders
d) Book clubs and stdry clubs
0 Time lines
0 Selection of a.musical recording as an accompani-

ment
,

to a story
_Choral reading, verse choir of prose or poetry

h) Reading and storytelling to own class or younger

children
i) Book talks
j) Retelling of the most V'eafting, funadest or

saddest event in the story

) Comment on use of illustrations td4upplement the

text in a book onnon-fiction -

0

a.

-
1"

'ice
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John Newbery (1713 -1767)

The first bookseller and publisher to make a specialty of children's
books was John Newbery. Over his shop in St. Paul's Churchyard, London,
was the sign Juvenile Library. An advertisement in the London Chrogicle
for December. 1765 states: "On the first of January, being New Year's-day,
Mr. Newbery intends to publish the following important volumes, bound and
gilt, and hereby invites all his little friends who are good to call for
them at the 'Bible and Sun in St. Paul's Churchyard,but_those.who_are.

-naughty-tb-EaVe none".

Thousands of Mr. Newbery's "little friends"owned his books. Today
many American children know his name because of the Newber Medal, awarded
each year_to the book selected by a committee of children's librarians as
the best book for childrenpublished during the year.

John Newbery was born on July 19,, 1713, in the 'village of Waltham
St. Lawrence, Berkshire. His father was a farmer and would have liked his
son to carry on the Farm, but John preferred books. An ancestor, Ralph
Newbery, had been a pt;b1Laher; and when John went to work it was in the
newspaper and printing business. After the master's death, John married
his widow0 She had three children and three more were born to her and
Newbery.

In 1744 Newbery opened his own shop in London, at the sign of the Bible
and Crown. Before long_he moved to St. Paul's Churchyard, at the sign of
the Bible and Sun. Here he published many books for children and adults,
writing some of the Children's books himself. Among his authors were
Oliver Goldsmith and Dr. Samuel Johnson. Mr. Goldsmith tells us that
Newbery "called himself the friend of children but swas the friend of all
mankind." Dr. Johnson portrays hii amusingly as Jack the Whirler "ever on
business of the utmost importance."

The first book published by Newbery,_ in 1744, was A Little Pretty
Pocket Book intended for the instruction and amusement of Little Master
Tommy and ?retty'Miss Polly. With Two Letters from Jack the Giant Killer;
as also A Ball and A Pincushion, the use of which will infallibly make Tommy
a good Boy and Polly a good Girl. The pincushion was made with one red side
and one black, into which "Polly" was supposed to stick pins for good and
bad actions.

-

Other7Newbery books were published between 1760 and 1765. Mother Goose's
Melody or Sonnets for the Crddle contained on each page a moral remark. On
the page with "Great A, little a, Bouncing B. The Cat'S in the'Cupboard,,And
she can't see," the moral is Yes, ihe,dan seethat you are naughty and don't
rind your book. One of the most entertaining books was abou Giles Ginger-
bread, who learned to read by eating letters of the alphabet made in ginger-
bread.

An interesting Newbery book was An Important Pocket Book or the Valentine s
jedaer. This was a small volumi bound iribrova lc:attar xn°. which a child was`
supposed to record "good" sad "bad" behavior. We know that some children of,

1

the 18th centbry actually kept'this "moral account", because one of the books,
with entries made by a little girl; is still in eiiistenc$.
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John Newbery died on December 22, 1767, at the age of 54. The
epitaph on his grave describes "the humble wisdom that...teaches moral
lessens to the rising generation." His son, Francis, followed him in
the business and published many books for children.

(
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The Caldecott Medal, awarded anually in the
United States for the most distinguished picture
book for children, was named after Randolph
Caldecott.

Randolph Caldecott (1846-1886). Because he had great talent and loved
dogs, and everything that belonged to the English countryside,

Caidecotedrew pictures of them as few artists have done.
----------- -

Randolph Caldecott was born in the old walled city of Chester, EnglaLd
on March 22, 1846. From the time he was a small boy, Caldecott was always
drawing pictures of animals and modeling them. He wanted toatudy art,
but his father disapproved, So when Randolph was 15, he went to work in a
bank at WhitChurch, it Shropshire, and lived in-an old 'farmhouse just out-
side town. He went fishing and shooting, to meets of the hounds, to market,'

land to catt10 fairs. Alkays he carried & sketchbook.

Caldecott's drawing was free and alive. He studied the art of "leaving
out" as a'science. Be did nothing hastily but thought long and seriously
before putting pen to paper. He alWays said: "The fewer the lines, the,
less error committed!"

Although Caldecott never had children of his own, he had scores of
children as friends. He drew pictures for them and never failed to answer
their letters. "I thank you very much for your grand sheet of drawings,"
he wrote one aspiring young artist. "I hope you will go on trying and
learning to draw. There are many beautiful things waiting to be drawn.
Animals, flowersand a few people.

It was for children that he did the work for which he will probably
be longest' remembered and best loved--his picture books: The Three Jovial
Huntsmen, A Farmer Went Trotting Upon His Grey Mare, and Min Gilpin were
rhymes after his own heart. England in springtime seems.to be on every
page of The House That Jack Built, The Farmer's Boy, and the old May Day
ballad, Come Lassies and Lads. ItaelnofEleartsieu, A Frog He Would a'Wo6ing
Go, and Sing a Song for Sixpence contain mouth-watering pictures of black-
bird pies, jam tarts,, pots'of honey, and frosted cakes.

In 1886 he and ,his wife sailed ,for Florida, seeking benefit from'the
climate; for some time he had been in poor health. He promised the London
Graphic a series of sketches on American life.. Th: stormy,sea voyage,
however, had exhausted him, He died in St. Augustine, Florida, on February
12, 1886, andwas buried in Evergreen Cemetery there. In the Chester
Cathedral is a tablet in his'memory. Many of his original sketches are
in the Manchester Art Gallery and the British Museum. The Houghton Memorial_
Library of Harvard University has, many of Caldecott's notebooks, first
editions, personal letters, and original drawings.
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BOOKS:

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR GENERAL LITERATURE

Arbuthnot, May Hill. Children and Books, 4th. ed. Scott Foresman,

1972. ->

`Boyd, Jessie. Books Libraries and You. Scribner, 1965.

Carlson, Ruth Kearney. Enrichment Ideas. Wm. C. Brown Co., 1970.

Commire, Anne. Something About Author. (7 vols.) Gale Research, 1971.

2

Huck, Charlotte S., Kuhn, Doris Young. Children's Literature in the
'Elementary School, 2nd ed., Holt, 1968.

Johnson, Edna., Sickels, Evelyn R. Anthology of Children's Literature,
4th. rev. .ed. Houghton Mifflin, 1970.

Reid, Virginia M. Reading Ladders for Human ReZations,%5th. ed.

ACE, 1972.

Sag. Leandro School Distribt. Roads of Excellence Through Books. n.d.

Sawyer, Ruth. Art of'the Story TeZZer. n.d.

FILMSTRIPS, TAPES:

Amelia Bedelia, Curious George, Wind in the Willows, Mousekin's
Golden House and other selected titles. New York Times

(Teaching Resources).

American Folklore. Coronet Films.

A Child's World of Poetry, Group I, Group II. SVE.

GriMm's Fairy Tales. Coronet Films.

.Library I, II, MI. Jabberwocky.

Liteiatiot for Children and other selected titles. Pied Piper Series.

Selected Titles. Weston Woods.

Stories from other Lands. Imperial Film Co.

vuuocusA tvpm. Longctockj"' 174""^ ThrERE

Treasure of Modern Tales for Children. Spoken Arts.

Write it Now:.Warkshop. Guidance Associates.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR GENERAL LITERATURE (CON'T)

PERIODICALS:

Bookiist.

Elementary English.

Horn Book.

Plays.

School Library Journal.

Stone Soup.
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NEWBERY WINNERS

POSTERS:

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR,AUTHORS

The John Newbery Medal. Foster & Futernick, Mook and

Blanchard.

FILMSTRIPS - TAPES:

Newbery Award multi-media. Miller-Brody Productions.

Meet the Newbery Authors-selected titles. Miller -Brody

Productions.

Newbery Activity Program. Sunburst Communications, Pound
Ridge, New York.

BOOKS:

Commire, Anne. Something About the Author., (7 vole.)

Gale Research, 1971.

AUTHORS - GENERAL

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS:

First Choice. Pied Pipet Productions.

REALIA:

Laura Ingalls Wilder material. Laura Ingalls Wilder Rome
and Museum, Rocky RidgeFarm, Mansfield,
Missouri.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR ILLUSTRATORS

CALDECOTT WINNERS

FILMSTRIPS - TAPES:

POSTERS:

Enjoying Illustrations. Pied Piper.

Weston Woods - selected titles. Weston Woods, Weston Conn.,

The CaZdecott Medal. Foster & Futernick, Meek & Blanchard.

Horn Book Posters from CaZdecott Books, Sets,1 -3.

Horn Book, Inc.

V

ILLUSTRATORS - GENERAL

FILMS:

POSTERS:

Alexander and the Car with the Missing Headlights. Weston Woods.

Ezra Jack Keats. Weston Woods.

Jolly Roger. Weston Woods.

Mr. Shepard & Mr. Milne. Weston Woods.

Robert McCloskey. Weston Woods.

Story Maker. Churchill Films.

Story of a Book: Churchill Film's.

(Loaned within the Contra Costa County
Educational Media Services)

Carle, Eric. Vanishing Animals Counting Posters-, Educational
Services Division of Franklin Watts.

Grabianski: Portfolio. Educational Services Division of

Franklin Watts.

Pooh: His Art Gallery. E.P. Dutton & Co.

Pooh Posters. E.P. Dutton 4 Co.

Portfolio of'Beatrix Potter Pictures. Frederick Warne Co.

Wildsmith, Brian. Storybook, Portfolio, 12 days of Christmas,
etc.

Educational Services Division of Franklin
Watts.
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